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ABSTRACT
Across the United States, educational gardens are experiencing a
renaissance after initial popularity in the late 1800s and subsequent decline.
Concurrently, an increasing number of curriculum materials link garden-based
learning and science education. However, while ecologists and environmental
education professionals alike emphasize the increasing importance of developing
ecological literacy, no widely-used garden-based curriculum focusing on ecology
exists today, and there is a lack of data describing the widespread teaching of
ecology in traditional garden settings. Therefore, this research aimed to describe
both the extent and methods of teaching core (essential) ecological concepts in a
garden setting, a basic component of ecological literacy. This research used the
six “Core Ecological Concepts” developed by the Center for Ecoliteracy based on
Fritjof Capra’s work in a survey distributed to garden educators across the U.S.
to discover how educators might be teaching each concept. The survey yielded
qualitative descriptive data which showed that the teaching of core ecological
concepts in a garden is happening in different parts of the country at varying
levels of depth or completeness, and with different grade levels, types of
gardens, types of educators, standards covered, curriculum materials, and
terminology. The methods detailed by the respondents for teaching each
ecological concept were formed into categories using open coding, which formed
the basis of a freely distributable garden ecology resource guide.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this research project is to discover the extent and methods
of teaching core ecological concepts, as described by Fritjof Capra and the
Center for Ecoliteracy (Center for Ecoliteracy, 2014a), within a U.S. educational
garden setting.

Statement of the Sub-Problems
Sub-problem 1

The first sub-problem was to identify widely-accepted key
ecological concepts that can be addressed in K-12
schooling.

Sub-problem 2

The second sub-problem was to identify which garden
educators (teachers, school garden staff, etc.) to gather
survey information from and how to contact them.

Sub-problem 3

The third sub-problem was to design and send a survey to
assess how and how much educators are teaching core
ecological concepts within a garden setting.

Sub-problem 4

The fourth sub-problem was to interpret the data collected
and contact specific respondents to gain more detailed
information for a resource guide.
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Sub-problem 5

The fifth sub-problem was to provide suggestions to garden
educators in the form of a garden-based ecology resource
guide.

The Importance of this Study
Although there are many garden-based science curricula available to K-12
educators, there is currently no widely-used garden-based curriculum focusing
specifically on ecology. Incidental evidence has shown that some educators are,
in fact, teaching ecology within a garden setting; these educators are utilizing
parts of existing curricula and/or constructing their own lessons in order to teach
ecology as part of their garden-based curriculum. Gathering data about how
widespread this practice is and collecting descriptive information on how,
specifically, certain core ecological concepts are being taught will yield a variety
of uses to educators and researchers and deliver needed information, as outlined
below.
First, other educators—including those in the environmental education
sector—could use the headway made by these educators to expand into, and
develop the field of, garden-based education. In The Learning Garden, Gaylie
(2009) writes, “there is increasingly urgent interest among educators to integrate
and develop hands-on learning resources that will engage youth in thought,
discussion, and action around ecological issues” (p. 2). Using garden-based
education to teach about core ecological concepts establishes a scientific
2

baseline knowledge for ecological issues while delivering hands-on learning
resources educators require.
Second, delivering information about garden-based ecology education will
tap into the existing resources of various school communities around the country,
a growing number of which already have traditional vegetable gardens on
campus. It is estimated that about one-fourth of public and private schools in the
U.S. currently have gardens (Library of Congress, 2009), and a 2014 survey of
Farm to School legislation shows increased support for school gardens and farm
to school programming, which includes education activities related to food as a
core element (Farm to School National Network and Vermont Law School Center
for Agriculture and Food Systems, 2015). By showing more links between
garden-based learning, state or national science standards, and published
garden curricula, teachers are better able to utilize (and justify their use of)
established gardens, and perhaps further expand their garden-based curriculum
in ecological study.
Third, delivering information about garden-based ecology education will
tap into the needs of various school communities, some of whom have limited
access to nature and would be able to give their students nature-based
experiences via raising an urban vegetable garden in, for instance, an unused
parking lot. But is nature-based education the same as garden-based
education? In Last Child in the Woods, Louv (2005) has drawn many
connections between healthy childhood development and immersion in nature;
Miller (2007) makes the case that the field from which Louv’s research develops,
3

environmental education, and children’s gardening deliver the same outcomes.
Time spent immersed in nature includes time spent in gardens, which will reap
the same cognitive and emotional benefits.
Fourth, educators seeking to implement garden ecology lessons will
thereby make ecological education more place-based by providing a hands-on,
real-world context. David Sobel, who is renowned for helping develop placebased education, recalls a situation in which he was not able to recognize the
parts of a violet because he had been schooled from books that depicted
rainforest flowers instead (Sobel, 2004); a similar thing probably happens with
ecological concepts, which are even more abstract by nature. When applied to
ecology education, place-based learning could be a powerful tool for students to
gain true ecological understanding rather than semi-internalized abstract
textbook concepts.
Fifth, the results of this study will serve as an informal progress
assessment for how well U.S. teachers are utilizing garden spaces to knowingly
teach ecological concepts and how much they are utilizing published gardenbased curricula to accomplish this. Since, as is stated below, to date there is no
formal research describing or quantifying the widespread teaching of ecology in a
traditional vegetable garden setting, this research would begin to paint a picture
of what is happening and open doors for both further study and progress in this
particular field. It may be that garden educators are teaching core ecological
concepts but, instead, frame them as environmental science, sustainability, or
permaculture, but that is not within the scope of this study and, as such, is both a
4

limitation and suggestion for further research (see below).
Sixth, and lastly, this study will help document a revived connection
between nature study and educational gardens, which have, in the past, been
linked via the school garden movement of the late 1800’s. Trelstad (1997)
documents that “the initial push for school gardens came from the Nature-Study
Movement” (p.163) which may be considered an early predecessor of
environmental education under the leadership of Liberty Hyde Bailey with support
from John Dewey (McCrea 2006). Although the Progressive Movement’s use of
school gardens to build good citizens eventually eclipsed the Nature-Study
Movement’s use of school gardens, the sentiment of bringing the two together
made sense then, and still does today, which may account for the renewed
connection. If sustainability education (and, as part of it, ecological literacy) is
the ‘new face’ of environmental education, it makes sense that educators would
attempt to bring ecological literacy into a garden setting. Documenting this
provides in-roads for further research in the evolving history of environmental
education and educational gardens.

Limitations of this Study
Limitation #1

The study will be limited to only K-12 educational gardens in
the United States and garden educators who recognize and
affirm that they are teaching ecological concepts in a garden
setting.
5

Limitation #2

The study will not predict students’ future application of
ecological concepts on any sites.

Limitation #3

The study will not take into account financial, political, or
physical limitations of the schools’ abilities to place students
within a garden-based curriculum.

Definitions
Core Ecological Concepts: A set of themes or ideas accepted by experts in the
field of ecology as necessary for understanding ecology. Many of these
are enumerated in McBride et al. (2013).
Curriculum: A set of formal documents that outlines learning outcomes,
objectives, and activities or lessons.
Ecological Literacy/Ecoliteracy/Eco-literacy: This study will use the description
by Fritjof Capra, which states that ecological literacy “is to understand that
principles of organization that ecosystems have developed to sustain the
web of life” (as cited in Manitoba Department of Education and Advanced
Learning, 2011).
Educational Gardens: Areas commonly referred to as “gardens” or “farms” which
are used, either primarily or secondarily, as teaching spaces for students
of any age. The educational garden does not have to reside on school or
community property. For the purposes of this study, ‘educational gardens’
refers to traditional vegetable gardens rather than native plant, butterfly, or
6

rain gardens.
Garden-Based Learning (GBL) or Garden-Based Education (GBE): GBL is an
instructional strategy that utilizes a garden as a teaching tool. GBL
usually encompasses projects, activities, and programs set within annual
or perennial gardens.
Garden Educators: Educators from any background (formal, non-formal, or
informal) who implement garden curricula via direct teaching to students.

Assumptions
Assumption #1

Experts in the field of ecology accept a widely-recognized
set or sets of core ecological concepts.

Assumption #2

Core ecological concepts can be taught within a garden
setting.

Assumption #3

A greater amount of garden educators are interested in
utilizing garden spaces to teach ecological concepts than
exist today.

Assumption #4

Garden educators recognize that they are teaching core
ecological concepts (instead of teaching these concepts
without knowing they are doing so or using this terminology).

Assumption #5

A representative sample of garden educators will be willing
to participate in a survey and follow-up communication about
integrating core ecological concepts into garden-based
7

education.
Assumption #6

Garden educators who complete the survey and interview
will honestly, carefully, and completely answer all questions.

8

CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction
This chapter will establish a lack of data about garden ecology education,
the subject of this study, and look to literature in relevant subjects for suggestions
for this study. When taken as a whole, the current research findings from these
subjects suggest that the teaching of ecological principles in a garden setting
would prove productive for effectively teaching K-12 ecological literacy, and
should be made available as a curriculum so that a greater number of educators
can implement it.

Garden Ecology Education: A Lack of Data
To date, there is no formal research describing or quantifying the
widespread teaching of ecology in a traditional vegetable garden setting. This is
not altogether surprising since both contemporary educational gardens and
ecological literacy are fairly new.
Though educational gardens have been around for hundreds of years
(Subramanian, 2002), the resurgence of gardens in the late 1980’s and early
1990’s have “no direct connection [to] those from the early part of this century”
(Trelstad, 1997, p.162). State Superintendent Delaine Eastin’s call for “a garden
in every California school,” which spurred the school garden movement, did not
happen until 1995 (California Department of Education, 2002). A testament to
9

the novelty of contemporary educational gardens is the fact that in 2000,
Klemmer, Waliczek, and Zajicek were just beginning to test a science
achievement evaluation instrument for a school garden program (2005). As
Miller hints in an editorial published in 2007, the research opportunities for
educational gardens are still quite extensive.
Ecological literacy is rooted in the field of ecology, which can be traced
back to German biologist Ernst Haeckl at the end of the nineteenth century
(McComas, 2002); however, the three main terms posited to describe basic
ecological competency were developed considerably more recently—
‘environmental literacy’ in 1968, ‘ecological literacy’ in 1986, and ‘ecoliteracy’
1997 (McBride et al., 2013). As a newer idea, researchers are just starting to
define what this basic ecological competency might look like and be called, or
whether it might be split into multiple ideas. Despite these debates, many agree
that this concept is both essential and timely (McComas, 2002; Jordan et al.,
2009; Knapp & D’Avanzo, 2010).
The idea of bringing together vegetable gardens and ecology education
can be found throughout various texts. McComas (2002) observes that “the roots
and founders of ecology are many; [including] the nameless agriculturalists
worldwide who for millennia have noted and nurtured the relationship between
the living and non-living worlds” (p.665). In 1990, the National Research Council
suggested that “because plants are especially easy to grow and care for,
students at every [elementary] grade level should be involved with gardening
projects . . . The ecological and agricultural importance of plants should be a
10

major point of emphasis” (as cited in Hershey, 1992). Reviewing science
textbook lab activities in search of the ‘ideal ecology curriculum,’ McComas even
remarks that a ‘surprising number of exercises targeted aspects of composting”
(2003, p. 172). In terms of key concepts, Subramaniam (2002) explicitly states
that the philosophy behind garden-based education “involves teaching children
through personal discovery in natural settings, where they can learn ecological
principles that govern all life” (p.1). Despite this, how and how much educators
actually are using gardens specifically to teach ecology is unknown.
Most research involving academics and garden-based education
describes gardens as sites where educators primarily teach ‘science’—92% in a
study of elementary school gardens in the U.S. (DeMarco, Relf, & McDaniel,
1999), 95% in a survey of California school gardens (as cited in Ozer, 2007)—or
environmental education (Skelly & Bradley, 2000). The difficultly is that what is
included in these subjects is not described, although they could certainly include
ecological concepts. Therefore, a number of garden educators could certainly be
knowingly teaching ecological concepts as part of a science or environmental
education garden-based curriculum, but it is not clear based on the research
evidence. Incidental evidence is showing that this is certainly happening at a few
sites; one study by Murphy (2003) focused on the Edible Schoolyard Project at
Martin Luther King Jr. Middle School, which teaches ecological concepts
integrated into garden-based education, and found that students who participated
showed gains in overall ecological literacy and showed significantly greater gains
in understanding garden cycles than did control students.
11

The call is now to look wider at the whole U.S. There is certainly a need
to explore where garden ecology education might be happening today, based on
ways in which research has outlined it might be most effectively taught, as
described below.

Gardens as Effective Teaching Tools
While still relatively new to the field of peer-reviewed studies, as described
above, researchers have been somewhat quickly amassing a body of literature to
describe the effects of educational gardens on student academic performance,
nutrition, psychological and social well-being, attitudes, and behaviors. The
studies on all these effects have been synthesized, and although there are
methodology and validity issues which reduced the authors’ confidence in the
results (Blair, 2009; Williams & Dixon, 2013), Williams & Dixon summarize that
“the results of studies show overwhelmingly that garden-based learning had a
positive impact on students’ grades, knowledge, attitudes, and behavior”
regardless of grade level (p. 225).
Within the cognitive domain, science academics have been studied in
particular, since it is the educational focus of many school gardens. Blair found
that, among all 5 studies with quasi-experimental pretest and posttest designs for
science achievement, school gardening increased science scores (2009). The
potential causes for this are many; perhaps it is the academic advantage of a
cross-disciplinary approach to curricula (Pascoe & Wyatt-Smith, 2013), improved
12

attitudes toward science and the environment (Skelly & Bradley, 2007), or the
way in which using the environment as an integrated context for learning, in
general, positively impacts students’ grades and enthusiasm for learning
(Lieberman & Hoody, 1998).
This last point, though oft-cited, seems especially relevant to the garden
context. Klemmer, Waliczek, and Zajicek (as cited in Williams & Dixon 2013)
found that “science achievement of students who participated in a hands-on
school gardening program was higher than that of students who did not
participate” and concluded that “gardens can serve as living laboratories in which
students can see what they are learning and in turn, apply that knowledge to real
world situations” (p.219). Similarly, Blair maintains that gardens can deliver to
students the ecosystem complexity that “allow children to work directly with
energy transformation and entropy” (2009, p.35), and may be more
advantageous than other experiential learning activities because gardening
provides so many unstructured learning opportunities. In addition, while other
nature-based experiential programs today may emphasize the importance of
biodiversity, more structured landscapes within gardens may be more appealing
to the eyes of youth, and thus be a preferable starting point for teaching the value
of place and biodiversity (Luckmann, Lagemann, & Menzel, 2013).
Educational gardens have been shown to be well-suited to teach a variety
of topics and could be used specifically to teach ecological literacy, a topic of
growing attention.
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Increased Focus on Ecological Literacy
The idea of a basic competency in ecology—called ‘ecological literacy’ in
this study—is a more specific form of today’s idea of literacy, which “involves a
continuum of learning in enabling individuals to achieve their goals, to develop
their knowledge and potential, and to participate fully in their community and
wider society” (UNESCO Education Sector, as cited by McBride et al., 2013).
Just what it takes to have literacy in ecology is complex and controversial, yet
research makes clear that ecological literacy is both: a) important to engage in
today’s society and b) becoming more of a focus in professional and educational
realms.
The importance of ecological literacy stems from the current need for
environmental decision-making on multiple scales. Jordan et al. (2009) assert,
“Ecological knowledge is necessary for understanding the natural world and
human interaction with it and for making informed decisions about the
conservation and management of resources” (p.495). As it stands now, there is
evidence that the general public is not well-versed in ecology (Jordan et al.
2009), and it is important that even non-scientists should achieve and maintain
literacy because all citizens make environmental decisions in their daily lives.
Adelman & Sandiford (2007) observe that the way a society grows food reflects
resource valuing, so even eating is “essentially an ecological act” (p.6).
Along with this growing need for education lies a concurrent growing
market for professionals who inform decision-makers with ecological knowledge
(Palmer et al. 2005) and do ecological work; in the field of ecological restoration,
14

the job market is quickly outstripping training and educational opportunities,
though both are increasing (Aronson 2010). Previously unrelated professional
fields are beginning to need ecologically literate personnel; Palmer et al. (2005)
point out that business practices, when informed by ecological knowledge, can
help sustain ecosystem services, and Lovell & Johnston (2009) make the case
for using landscape ecology in landscape architecture, which would provide
ecosystem services in anthropogenic landscapes. Vice versa, the ecology
community has a need for bringing a greater diversity of skilled people to the
study of ecology (Palmer et al., 2005).
The education sector is also beginning to recognize the importance of
ecological literacy in teacher education and in school reform. Both CutterMackenzie & Smith (2003) and Puk & Stibbards (2010) found that teachers have
very little understanding of ecological concepts; Cutter-Mackenzie & Smith
conclude that “such levels of ecological literacy are inadequate if ecologically
literate students and thus an ecologically literate citizenry are to be achieved
within schools” (2003, p. 497). Others are interested in how ecological literacy
can help reform school systems. David Orr is a notably outspoken proponent of
“educational reconstruction,” which seeks to rebuild education around solving
real problems in communities; in Orr’s argument, ecological literacy requires at
least a basic comprehension of ecology and is at the root of a sustainable future
(Orr 2005). Similarly, Williams (2008) makes the case that traditional forms of
schooling have brought on the crisis of sustainability and that ecological
learning—in the form of holistic learning and systems thinking—will shift our
15

culture toward a more sustainable world. Selby (2000) agrees, adding that
ecological thinking based on ecological principles is necessary for school reform.
Education for ecological literacy is present in many schools already,
primarily via schoolyard restoration projects like rain gardens and butterfly
gardens (Weaver, 2005; Charles, 2009; Hall & Bauer-Armstrong, 2010; Franks &
Vore, 2010). While these types of gardens are designed within their ecosystem,
there is some struggle to reach a broader array of audiences (Hall & BauerArmstrong 2010), and the well-known concept of the vegetable garden might
inspire interest culturally (ex. planting ethnically-valuable vegetables like
tomatillos) and economically where other schoolyard restoration projects may
not. Extending into a garden setting would not only make ecological literacy
more viable for some schools and students, but address this growing concern for
creating an ecologically literate citizenry.

The Role of Core Ecological Concepts in Ecological Literacy
The current debates around ecological literacy are many: What should it
be called? Is there one idea on the table, or many? What, exactly, does it consist
of? Should this idea be directly tied to environmental values? These questions
make it difficult to do extensive research related to the application of ecology
education; however, some consensus is beginning to take shape, which points
the direction for this study.
In 2011, Brooke McBride published a dissertation, “The Essential
16

Elements of Ecological Literacy and the Pathways to Achieve it: Perspectives of
Ecologists.” In it, McBride surveyed 1,032 ecologists and other environmental
scientists on what they think ecological literacy entails and how it may be
achieved. From the survey responses, which McBride felt was an accurate
representation of the scientific community, she found six essential elements of
ecological literacy: ecology concepts, human dimensions, nature of
science/skills, affect, natural history, and literacy in other subjects, with the
category of ecological concepts rating the most responses (47%). This points to
ecological concepts as an essential part of educating for ecological literacy; this
also holds true in the case of Jordan et al. (2009), which in reviewing existing
frameworks for ecological literacy, acknowledges “key areas of agreement,”
especially key concepts (p.496).
Having a concise set of core or key concepts has already proven to be
pedagogically valuable (Knapp & D’Avanzo, 2010), and many believe the
inherent complexity of ecology in particular make it even more important to define
and use core principles (Feinsinger, Grajal, & Berkowitz, 1997; Knapp &
D’Avanzo, 2010). While facts alone are not enough to constitute ecological
literacy, they are integral in that they are used by the student, in keeping with
UNESCO’s new definition of literacy, “not to provide all the answers, but to equip
him or her to make sense of new” (Slingsby & Barker, 2003, p.5).
Notably, in McBride’s study, 81% of respondents also identified formal
education/schools as a sector for achieving ecological literacy, which points an
expectation for schools to cultivate it, and 70.6% of respondents chose outside
17

experience or direct access as a pathway to ecological literacy (2011). This
points toward the teaching of core concepts in an outdoor setting. But is it
possible? And is it effective? The literature says yes to both; Feinsinger, Grajal,
& Berkowitz (1997) developed and tested a set of ecological themes for use in
the schoolyard, and Puk & Stibbards (2011) found growth in teacher candidates’
development of more mature definitions of key ecological concepts and attributed
this to a nature-embedded experience. Knapp & D’Avanzo (2010) prescribe an
interactive class with student-active teaching (e.g. students talking to one another
about a question) and making “complex systems understandable with everyday
examples” (p.7). All of the above-mentioned factors are part-and-parcel of all
outdoor educational experiences, but notably so in educational garden programs.
Which core concepts, then, shall one choose to bring to an educational
setting? There is a lively debate about whether the scientific community is
reacting to current ideologies and social agendas; some frameworks for
ecological literacy have been criticized more than others for being too valueladen (Jordan et al., 2009). Ecoliteracy, a framework advanced by David Orr and
Fritjof Capra, in particular, puts an emphasis on the application of ecological
principles toward creating sustainable human communities and could be seen as
overly value-laden (McBride et al., 2013). However, other studies indicate that
values education is part of quality teaching, a phenomenon called the ‘double
helix effect’ (Lovat et al., 2007, as cited in Lewis, Mansfield, & Baudains, 2008).
Within science teaching, Wyner, Becker, and Torff (2014) found that students
learned more ecological function content when human-impact content was
18

imbedded in it than when human impact was taught as a discreet unit. These
findings suggest that value-laden frameworks might actually be preferable to
other frameworks.
For research purposes, it may seem useful to go to K-12 educational
standards to assess learning in core ecological concepts, which are supposedly
an accurate reflection of essential knowledge, yet there are problems with this
strategy. First, while McComas (2003) acknowledges that the National Science
Education Standards (NSES) do align quite well with one version of core
concepts from Cherritt in 1989, new Next Generation Science Standards are
replacing NSES, which have not been reviewed in the same way. Second, the
enormous variation among state standards makes using them difficult for a
nation-wide study. Thirdly, it is unclear whether current science standards are
effectively teaching a literacy of complex systems, as with Covitt, Gunckel, &
Anderson (2009), who studied water-science literacy and concluded that “the
current K-12 standard science curriculum does not support students in
developing their literacy about water in connected natural and human-engineered
systems” (p.50). Because theory is a far cry from practice, this study will use an
existing list of ecological concepts and remove the “middleman’ of standards in
an effort to accurately assess core ecological concepts.

The Role of Educational Garden Curricula in Ecological Literacy
Utilizing and integrating gardening into existing curricula within the school
appears to be an important strategy for success in teaching any subject within a
19

garden. In Australia, two schools recommended utilizing school garden
curriculum resources to both engage teachers in the garden’s use and counter
“the feeling that the curriculum was too crowded to fit the school garden program
in” (Pascoe & Wyatt-Smith, 2013). In Canada, one of the main reasons listed for
abandoning outdoor projects is the uncertainty among teachers in how to use
outdoor classrooms in their lessons (Gaylie, 2009).
Thus, it seems necessary that if practitioners are to effectively teach
ecological literacy via a garden, it be integrated into a curriculum or made into a
stand-alone curriculum. This is affirmed by the literature; Palmer et al. (2005)
recommend the “integration of ecological sustainability into standards, curricula,
or programs of studies mandated by countries, states, and provinces” (p.7) while
McBride (2011) notes the need to update ecology curricula and instructional
materials so that they are adaptable to focus on local environments.
There is an ever-growing list of garden-based curriculum materials
available to teachers; some of the most directed efforts bringing core ecological
concepts into the garden curriculum have been from the Center for Ecoliteracy
(CEL). In 2003 the CEL published the Rethinking School Lunch Guide which
“applies many of the ecosystem principles identified by Capra” (Stone 2007,
p.25), and a supporting document called “Linking Food, Culture, Health, and the
Environment” which connects garden-based education to many standards by the
American Association for the Advancement of Science. The Rethinking School
Lunch program takes an integrated approach to its curriculum framework so that
it implies but does not specifically or explicitly teach ecological principles. A
20

more recent curriculum framework, Big Ideas (Center for Ecoliteracy, 2014b),
updates this alignment to standards and suggests activities; this framework takes
an even wider view, suggesting not only garden-based activities but also
classroom activities and schoolyard labs.
While all of the existing curriculum frameworks are useful in their own
right, it might be also be useful for some educators to have a document with only
and explicitly ecological principles tied to a garden setting to integrate into their
existing curricula; the garden ecology resource guide is an attempt to provide
this. The document would also show which state and/or national standards and
which pieces of published curricula other educators are already using in order to
provide clear links to existing documents which educators may already be using.

Summary
The literature cited above suggests that there is no formal research about
the widespread teaching of ecology in gardens today, and that there is a need for
this information. It also suggests that gardens are not only an effective teaching
tool, but an exemplary site for teaching ecological literacy, which, if it is to be
internalized by students, is best carried out through a garden curriculum. The
research proposes to identify K-12 garden educators (both formal and nonformal) that are currently knowingly teaching core ecological concepts, a basic
component of ecological literacy, and discover methods for how they are doing
so.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODS

Research Methodology
The goal of this study was to describe the methods and extent of teaching
core ecological concepts in traditional garden settings in the United States. To
accomplish this, the researcher used an established set of key ecological
concepts from the literature as a lens and a qualitative descriptive approach.
Qualitative description is known primarily within health research, yet lends
itself well to this topic because qualitative description is useful when, as in this
case, the aim is a detailed, straight description of an experience, with an endproduct similar to the informants’ own language, and analysis that stays closer to
the data (Neergaard et al., 2009). Sandelowski (2000) describes the design of
qualitative description as “an eclectic but reasonable combination of sampling,
data collection, analysis, and representation techniques” (p.334); similar to a
mixed-methods approach, the burden lies on the researcher to justify the use of
all methods. These methods (and their justifications) are described in detail in
the following sub-problems.

Sub-problem 1: Identify widely-accepted key ecological
concepts that can be addressed in K-12 schooling.
As discussed in Chapter 2, what ecologists deem key, essential, or core
ecological concepts is a matter of substantial debate, although the majority agree
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that it is a vital component to understanding ecology (McBride, 2011). There are
a number of lists available, most of which are summed up in McBride’s work.
However, very few have been tested for applicability in K-12 schooling; which
substantially narrows the selection.
Of these, Fritjof Capra and the Center for Ecoliteracy’s list of six core
ecological concepts stood out as the forerunner because of several useful
qualities. First, this widely-published list has already been used in a K-12
educational garden context (Murphy, 2003; Stone, 2007). Second, it contains a
concise list of concepts which is important for the survey setting; a longer or
more in-depth list would be unmanageable and not necessarily worthwhile to the
teaching of ecology (Knapp & D’Avanzo, 2010). Third, the science jargon in this
list is minimal, and while it does contain some key words and phrases, the
concepts do not depend on the use of those terms; therefore, this list can be
adapted to a wide range of student age-groups and would be comprehensible to
a wide range of teaching personnel, not just science teachers. Fourth, those
implementing the list can integrate the human-nature interaction component,
which might be conducive to learning, as stated in Chapter 2. Lastly, this list is a
living document; the list was first formulated in 1996 (Capra, 1996), structured
more formally in 2007 (Capra, 2007), and the concepts and their descriptions
have been modified by the Center for Ecoliteracy due to input from educators
and professionals.
This list can be a useful lens through which to study the teaching of core
ecological concepts because, while it admittedly may not be every teacher’s “top
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ten” list, this list can be thought of not so much as a “laundry list” of concepts that
constitute ecology (as Knapp & D’Avanzo, 2010, warn against), but an avenue
for focusing on a few key principles, and thereby enhancing K-12 ecological
studies.

Sub-problem 2: Identify which garden educators (teachers,
school garden staff, etc.) to gather survey information from and
how to contact them.
This study used a survey to sample respondents from various educational
gardens across the country. This methodology was chosen over a smaller
number of qualitative interviews because educational garden programs in the
U.S. have shown to “vary widely in scope, intensity of participation, and
integration into the regular school curriculum even within the same district (Ozer,
2007, p.848), and while qualitative interviews would yield valuable data from a
small subset of the population, the researcher thought a larger number of
informants would be more descriptive of the total population.
For the survey, the eligible garden programs were not limited by location
of garden (whether located at school or elsewhere) except that the garden
needed to be within the United States borders. The eligible garden programs
were limited to a traditional vegetable garden (rather than a rain garden, butterfly
garden, or other annual or perennial garden). This was done to pull data from
the most prevalent form of gardening, which would be reproducible elsewhere,
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and also to eliminate ecological restoration projects from the data set, which are
currently the most popular avenue for teaching ecology.
Respondents of the survey self-identified as “garden educators,” with no
other stipulations, including type of teacher (formal vs. non-formal) or setting of
instruction (school or elsewhere). This was done in order to collect demographic
information on garden educators who are teaching core ecological concepts; this
has not been conducted to date, and so would provide valuable descriptive
information. This, of course, makes identifying a representative population quite
difficult, and both identifying a suitable pool of candidates from which to draw
information and identifying a representative sample size was a challenge.
Because of this difficulty, sampling for the survey was non-random and
utilized volunteer sampling, which is a method for selecting a sample by asking
for volunteers (O’Leary, 2010). As such, this information is not likely to be
generalizable to the population of garden educators as a whole, but also does
not seek to be. Instead, as descriptive qualitative research, this research seeks
to obtain “straight and largely un-adorned (i.e. minimally theorized or otherwise
transformed or spun) answers to questions of special relevance to practitioners
and policy makers” (Sandelowski, 2000, p.337), with interpretive validity in mind.
Respondents were contacted via multiple avenues, including the National
Gardening Association’s Kids Garden News e-newsletter for June 2014, the
EdWeb Growing School Gardens online community, social media sites, and word
of mouth; this method, while convenient, was also the surest way to get a larger
quantity of responses while still sampling different sub-sets of the population.
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Sub-problem 3: Design and send a survey to assess how and
how much educators are teaching core ecological concepts a
garden setting.
The researcher used the web service SurveyMonkey in order to design
and send the survey; this web service is both popular and easy to use, which
means it would likely be familiar to the majority of respondents and would help to
prevent ease-of-use issues while taking the survey. In addition, it is aesthetically
pleasing and has a clear layout, an important aspect of research surveys
(O’Leary, 2010, p.194).
The survey was organized into three parts: 1) a series of questions which
would eliminate ineligible respondents from the survey results; 2) questions
based on Capra and the Center for Ecoliteracy’s six core ecological concepts;
and 3) general demographic and curriculum information. The second section
was divided by core ecological concept and addressed each in turn. A copy of
the survey, including the informed consent form, can be found in Appendix A.
The survey was accessible from May 17, 2014 to August 31, 2014 via a
web link on the sites listed in sub-problem 2.

Sub-problem 4: Interpret the data collected and contact specific
respondents to gain more detailed information for a resource
guide.
Once collected, the data was analyzed via three techniques: descriptive
statistics, aggregation into a list, and open coding to develop categories. The
demographic information became descriptive statistics, as well as general
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curriculum use information. Responses which named an activity from a
published curriculum to teach a certain ecological concept were aggregated into
a list.
Responses which outlined a description of an unpublished activity used to
teach an ecological concept were coded into categories using the constant
comparison method, such that each core ecological concept has a set of general
theoretical categories and a set of related activities. For instance, the concept
“networks” yields:


Categories (ex. Companion planting was used to teach networks)



A sub-set of activities (ex. Activities that address companion
planting).

All activities mentioned were categorized in this way.
This nontraditional form of open coding has a solid basis in grounded
theory; the only difference is that, in this case, the researcher will not produce
any theoretical rendering of the target phenomenon (Sandelowski, 2000)
because the research problem did not call for it. Thus, this research could not
fully be considered grounded theory, but rather qualitative description with
“overtones” of grounded theory (Sandelowski, 2000). Open coding was
conducted with reference to the methods outlined in Strauss & Corbin (1990).
Category names were chosen using concepts of which the researcher had
background knowledge from the literature review, two years of work experience
in the field of sustainable agriculture, and undergraduate study in the field of
biology.
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Once all collected data had been analyzed, the researcher contacted
specific respondents to gain more detailed information for a resource guide. The
researcher identified a few especially detailed or unique activities and contacted
the respondents via contact information that was voluntarily placed on the
survey. This was done to fully outline a few garden-based activities in the
resource guide so that other educators might be able to use the same activity.

Sub-problem 5: Provide suggestions to garden educators in the
form of a garden-based ecology resource guide.
The researcher sought to share the findings of this study with those
teachers who would wish to implement the lessons collected in their own gardenbased curriculum via a freely distributable (i.e. creative commons licensure)
garden-based ecology resource guide.
The resource guide was created with care taken that the information
included be visually appealing, since, as Stone (2007) points out, the elegance of
visual materials make them more likely to be used as resources. The researcher
also used the NAAEE’s “Environmental Education Materials: Guidelines for
Excellence” (Simmons, 1996) as a guideline for conveying useful, engaging
curriculum materials. The resource guide was distributed through the National
Gardening Association and the EdWeb Growing School Gardens online
community.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS
Introduction to the Results – Data Collection and Analysis
This chapter provides the results collected from the survey. The purpose
of this study was to discover the extent and methods of teaching core ecological
concepts in a garden setting; the data from the survey delivered information
about extent and methods in three general categories—descriptive discoveries,
curriculum use, and categories discovered for each core ecological concept. The
survey was administered between May 17, 2014 and August 31, 2014, and
elicited 91 usable responses (two respondents listed the place in which they
teach as outside the United States, which made their responses ineligible; see
Chapter Three). The results described below came directly from analysis of
these 91 survey responses.

Descriptive Discoveries
Teaching Ecological Concepts. Of the 91 respondents, 78 answered that
they were teaching ecological concepts in a garden setting, and 5 answered that
they were planning to teach ecological concepts in a garden setting; 7 answered
that they were not teaching ecological concepts and 4 answered that they were
not sure whether they were teaching ecological concepts. Three respondents
who answered that they were not currently teaching ecological concepts also
answered that they were planning to teach ecological concepts. Table 1
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describes the respective percentage of responses who answered whether they
were teaching each core ecological concept.

Table 1.
Comparison of Response Percentages for the Teaching of Each Core
Ecological Concept
Core Ecological Concept
% “Yes”
% “No”
% “Unsure”
Responses
Responses
Responses
Networks
82.4
11.0
6.6
Nested Systems
27.5
64.8
7.7
Cycles
77.3
15.9
6.8
Flows
52.9
33.3
13.8
Development
48.3
42.5
9.2
Dynamic Balance
34.1
57.7
8.2

Demographic Information. Figure 1 summarizes the findings detailed
below. Respondents who reported teaching ecological concepts taught in 25
different states across the U.S., with the top three states being California (13
respondents), New Jersey (11 respondents), and Wisconsin (8 respondents). A
graphical representation of which states ecological concepts are being taught in
can be found in the resource guide (Appendix B). 35% of respondents described
their teaching role as a full-time formal educator; 32% as an informal educator,
21% as a non-formal educator, and 12% as a part-time educator. 71% of
respondents described the garden that they use for educational experiences as a
school garden, while 7% described the garden as a community garden, and 6%
described the garden as a garden at an Environmental Learning Center (nature
center, educational farm, etc.); 15% chose “other” and described either a mixture
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of the above categories or a variation on them. In terms of grade levels being
taught, 65.4% of responses selected grades between kindergarten and fifth
grade, 19.4% of responses selected grades between 6th and 8th, and 15.1% of
responses selected grades between 9th and 12th. The most selected grade was
4th grade (57 responses), while the least selected grade was 11th grade (16
responses).
Standards Used. Figure 1 summarizes the findings detailed below. A majority
of respondents answered that they cover the science standards for their state in
their educational experiences in the garden (58%), while 29% answered that they
cover none, 20% answered that they cover the Next Generational Science
Standards (NGSS), and 6% answered that they cover the National Science
Educational Standards (NSES).

WI

Top Teaching States

NJ

CA
Part-time educator
Non-formal educator
Informal educator

Teaching role

Full-time formal educator
Garden at an ELC
Community garden
Other

Type of garden

School garden

9-12

Grade levels taught

6-8
K-5
NSES
NGSS

Standards covered

None
Science standards for your state
0
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40

50

60

Percentage

Figure 1. Bar graph showing a summary of demographic information.
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Curriculum Use
Figure 2 summarizes the curriculum use responses detailed below.
Overall, respondents identified use of, in total, 37 different published curricula
and online resources; the most selected were LifeLab’s “The Growing
Classroom” (53%) and LifeLab’s Science K-5 Garden-based curriculum (31%).
Figure 3 shows the responses for which curricula were used overall to teach
ecological concepts. A majority of the respondents selected that they blend
unpublished curriculum with published curriculum (53%), while 15% said they
write their own curriculum, 8% said they use a published curriculum, and 5% said
they use an unpublished curriculum written for them. 45 out of 75 (60%) of
respondents identified using more than one published curriculum overall.
Respondents also identified using a number of specific activities in
published curricula for each ecological concept. A complete list of published
curriculum activities identified for each core ecological concept can be found in
Appendix C.
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I use an unpublished curriculum written for me
I use a published curriculum
Curriculum origination

I blend published and
unpublished curriculum

Most used resources
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Figure 2. Bar graph summarizing curriculum use responses.

Lifelab's "The Growing Classroom"
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Math in the Garden

28.6%

Literacy in the Garden
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Botany on Your Plate
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None
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Figure 3. Bar graph showing which curricula were used overall to teach
ecological concepts.
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Categories Discovered for Each Core Ecological Concept
Analysis of the survey data used to form categories began with the
researcher picking out pertinent information from each question that asked
respondents to describe one lesson or activity that taught a specific ecological
concept (as listed in Fritjof Capra and the Center for Ecoliteracy’s six core
ecological concepts). This included questions which asked respondents to
describe a lesson or activity even if they responded that they were not currently
teaching that concept, but thought it could be done.
The researcher recognized 25 propositions for teaching networks, 26
propositions for teaching nested systems, 28 propositions for teaching cycles, 20
propositions for teaching flows, 25 propositions for teaching development, and 30
propositions for teaching dynamic balance; 154 propositions were recognized in
total. If more than one respondent shared information similar to the proposition,
the researcher made note of any other sources as the end of the proposition.
For each core ecological concept, propositions similar in idea were placed into
broader categories with labels of the more general subject of study being
described (ex. “pollinator interactions were used to teach networks”); these
categories are supported by the data via the propositions. The total list of
categories and supporting propositions can be found in Appendix D. A short
description of each category with examples from supporting propositions follows.
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Categories and Descriptions
A. Networks
C1. Pollinator interactions were used to teach networks. Respondents
described activities in which students observed both garden pollinators and
the plants they interact with; some activities were observation-based, such as
“observing a dried ear of corn with incomplete pollination” and simply
observing the pollinators. Other activities were hands-on, like “‘flying’ pipe
cleaners around to different cups in the garden with red Jell-O powder,” “hand
pollinating,” or having “students imagine themselves as a pollinator and
design and color their favorite flower to visit.” Respondents also felt having a
“guest beekeeper come to speak” or talking about “the decrease in the bee
population” would teach the concept of networks.
C2. Food web identification was used to teach networks. Respondents
were interested in teaching food webs using the garden as an example; one
respondent taught “the soil food web” and another focused on “producerconsumer networks.”
C3. Companion planting was used to teach networks. Respondents chose
activities that highlighted the careful combination of plants, including
“beneficial flowers,” “plant groups that work with the same amount of water;”
and a three sisters (corn, beans, and squash) activity where students
“become actors in a three sisters garden play and act out their helpful,
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interconnected roles.” One respondent’s activity included a fourth sister who
brings pollinators into the garden.
C4. Plant observation and analysis was used to teach networks.
Respondents described activities where students observe plant growth,
needs, threats, and the roles each part of the plant plays, and use these
observations to knowledgeably care for plants, possibly throughout their
entire life cycle for multiple generations of the plant. For instance, one
respondent described an activity with marigolds where students “plant seeds
indoors, observe growth, plant seedlings for pollinators, [and] fall harvest
seeds from spent blooms and save to plant next spring.” Another respondent
described “planting in a bed containing mint” and “the concept of how mint
takes over the bed.”
C5. Composting/vermiculture study was used to teach networks.
Respondents chose studies of the compost environment, including “the part
that each element plays in the compost system.” One respondent described
building straw bale beds and having students “take a closer look at microorganisms and other decomposers” as they decompose. Another respondent
described an activity where “everyone gets a worm to relocate to our school
garden” at the beginning of the school year and thinks about their worm in the
garden throughout the year.
C6. Food system analysis was used to teach networks. Studying the
“impact of growing your own food or eating locally grown organic whole foods
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versus the usual modern U.S. diet” was mentioned to teach networks,
including studying the health, environmental, and economic impacts.
B. Nested Systems
C7. Pest life cycle study was used to teach nested systems. Respondents
chose activities that focused on the life cycles of common garden pests and
their impacts on the rest of the garden. For instance, one respondent chose
“teaching how the tomato virus spreads throughout the garden;” another
chose “nematode infestation within the garden and the effects of the soil and
plants.”
C8. Insect life cycle study was used to teach nested systems.
Respondents described investigations of the life cycles of common garden
insects (such as “lady bugs, butterflies, [and] praying mantis”) and their
relationship to garden resources and the larger environment. Students might
study how the death of bees via Colony Collapse Disorder “can lead to havoc
for the whole ecosystem,” or how “if the milkweed dies the Monarchs will not
have a place to lay eggs.”
C9. Microbiology was used to teach nested systems. Respondents chose
activities where students investigate “beneficial fungi in soil beds,” “soil
microbes,” how “plant material breaks down by microorganisms,” and single
celled organelles which carry out photosynthesis. One respondent described
studying “the ecology of bacteria in the gut of the worm that breaks down
molecules of nutrients so that plants can metabolize them for growth.”
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C10. Food system analysis was used to teach nested systems.
Respondents chose lessons “centered around food systems” where one
might investigate the “food system as a nested system” or “learn about the
garden ecosystem, then take a trip to a grocery store and compare it to the
industrial food system;” students may even investigate water usage and study
what levels within the system it matters most to have water.
C11. Soil chemistry was used to teach nested systems. Respondents
chose lessons experimenting with different soil chemistries, such as studying
“soil structure,” giving “a different fertilizer treatment to one part of the garden”
and seeing how it “impacts those plants and larger garden.” One respondent
explained how “soils could be amended and non-amended and the presence
of observed earthworms could indicate this concept.” Soil chemistry study
focused on both man-made chemicals and natural ones, as in the case of a
“natural defense lesson on weed growth” which “illustrates how a plant can
emit natural poisons that inhibit growth of neighboring plants.” Soil chemistry
study also incorporated study of how worms convert plants into nutrients.
C12. Plant biology was used to teach nested systems. Respondents
described lessons where students study “parts of the flower and how its
function is to make seeds,” and how the plant system relates to larger
systems like weather patterns and rainfall.
C. Cycles
C13. Plant life cycle study was used to teach cycles. Respondents chose
activities studying the “plant growth and life cycle;” students might bag leaves
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“to see how plants release water into the environment” or “buy an avocado,
sprout the seeds, plant it, and grow an avocado tree.” Students might also
study how plants use resources, such as water in fruit like a watermelon.
C14. Water cycle study was used to teach cycles. Respondents described
both discussion of the impacts of the water cycle, such as “using the water
cycle to discuss weather and climate change,” “different ways we can help the
plants,” and the “importance of hydration for people,” and hands-on activities,
such as “observing the water cycle in the garden” or starting “seed starting
kits to allow the water cycle to occur.”
C15. Nutrient cycling study was used to teach cycles. Respondents chose
lessons that featured composting, deciding which nutrients to add to soil,
talking about how worms decompose “plants and food to turn into soil for
more plants and food,” and using food scraps to show the process. One
respondent chose “the Banana Vault” activity where students put “half the
banana in a compost bin, lock the other half in a sealed jar representing a
landfill, and discuss the nutrient cycle in each of the systems.”
C16. Nitrogen cycle study was used to teach cycles. Respondents chose
lessons that would “teach the nitrogen cycle by using fruit trees” and lessons
on legumes to show how legumes transform nitrogen, such as “comparing the
soil tests of an area grown with legumes to an area grown without legumes.”
C17. Seasonal change observation was used to teach cycles. Lessons
were chosen where students observe and document “phenology in the
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schoolyard,” such as first sprouts, first fruits, etc., possibly over the course of
multiple years.
C18. Energy exchange study was used to teach cycles. Respondents
chose lessons on how “plants and insects trade services,” or “the concept of
energy exchange;” for instance, “students learn how bees are dependent on a
continuous source of flowering plants.”
C19. Human impact study was used to teach cycles. Respondents chose
activities where students study human impacts on the landscape, such as
“storm water runoff, rain gardens,” and “the route trash takes when it is tossed
onto the street,” a form of non-point source pollution.
D. Flows
C20. Photosynthesis study was used to teach flows. Many respondents
chose experiments comparing two sets of plants, one grown in the sun and
one grown without sun or “kept in a dark closet;” other respondents chose
activities related to photosynthesis in the plant, such as “microscope
investigations showing the actual leaf cells” or “measurement of plant growth.”
C21. Food webs were used to teach flows. Respondents chose activities
which illustrated food webs; some were related to humans, where “students
discussed their role in the food chain;” others focused on how animals use
plants for food and “who eats who.”
C22. Composting was used to teach flows. Respondents chose activities
where students investigate “heat transfer within metabolic aerobic/anaerobic
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decomposition” and the role of decomposers, such as “composting worms
and several cockroach species that eat old food.”
C23. Energy pyramid study was used to teach flows. Respondents chose
activities which “follows the sun’s energy” and “how that energy is taken up
when we eat the food growing in the garden.”
C24. Study of plants’ needs was used to teach flows. Respondents chose
activities working with plants to show “plants’ needs,” such as amending the
soil with compost and planting seeds, then discussing “what the seeds need
to grow,” or doing bean germination experiments to “show the tropisms” of
plants growing toward poles or the sun.
C25. Habitat studies were used to teach flows. Respondents described
activities which focused on how having plants makes the garden a great
habitat for wildlife. Students would “discuss who it feeds, shelters, etc.” or
“discuss the importance of feeding animals.”
E. Development
C26. Plant growth and development was used to teach development.
Many respondents chose activities in which students measure plant growth
and development; this could be done by keeping a journal, measuring plants,
and noting changes, tying “foil strips and ribbons to plants” and recording
“changes in their branches, “graphing growth,” or adopting a plant in the
spring and following its growth each week. Other respondents chose activities
which focused on observing development, such as sprouts developing into full
plants, following “peas from seed to pod,” or growing and harvesting garlic
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scapes and seeing “harvested bulbs hanging (and used) in the school
cafeteria.”
C27. Garden development study was used to teach development.
Respondents chose activities where students watch and “discuss how the
garden has changed over time,” and ways they have returned to the
beginning of the “life cycle of the garden and composting.”
C28. Personal development study was used to teach development.
Respondents were interested in having students reflect on how their choices
or preferences have changed over time and having students “use themselves
as an example to illustrate development.”
C29. Adaptations were used to teach development. Respondents chose
lessons in which students investigate both “plant adaptation to place and
climate”—such as planting different varieties of potatoes and discussing “why
certain varieties might grow better in the garden”—and animal adaptations—
such as “discussing birds’ adaptations to different food sources” or comparing
and contrasting wild rabbits to domesticated rabbits. One respondent chose
an activity of saving marigold seeds to show that “marigolds of the second
and third generation grow and bloom in a different way.”
C30. Insect stages was used to teach development. Respondents chose
the study of insect stages such as “butterfly cycles” or having students
discover grubs in the garden and finding the larval stage of the same grub.
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F. Dynamic Balance
C31. Insect pest population study was used to teach dynamic balance.
Respondents described discussions of different pest insects and how to
remove them or keep the population in check via hand removal, integrated
pest management, “crop damage thresholds,” or having predators like
“snakes and toads” eat them.
C32. Beneficial insect population study was used to teach dynamic
balance. Respondents chose activities in which students bolster the
populations of “spiders and insects” in pursuit of “balance in garden insect
predation.” One respondent chose an activity which studied honeybees and
how “the bees manage the number of drones produced, know when to swarm
and produce a new queen, etc.”
C33. Weed population study was used to teach dynamic balance.
Respondents chose activities that studied weeds as plant competition in the
garden, why it might be advisable to pull weeds, and ways in which weed
populations are adapted to grow fast, as if “out of nowhere.”
C34. Bird interactions were used to teach dynamic balance. Respondents
chose observation of bird activities and how those activities tie into the seeds
in the garden—how to protect them from the birds and how “when a predator
preys on birds, its seeds are not carried to a new location by the birds.”
C35. The food chain was used to teach dynamic balance. Respondents
describe building a “food chain garden” to illustrate a food chain, or do
identification of herbivores and carnivores.
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C36. Population dynamics was used to teach dynamic balance.
Respondents described using both simulations and observations to illustrate
population dynamics, such as “various predator/prey games” and noticing that
“the year we did not have problems with rabbits, we had a hawk frequently
observed.”
C37. Studying natural balance and disturbance was used to teach
dynamic balance. Respondents described a number of various illustrations of
balances found in the natural world, such as the water cycle, food webs,
succession, and natural disturbance, and activities which investigated the
implications of human disturbance, such as “native vs. non-native,” the
“concept of living in balance with those species that were here before us,”
human population growth, urban sprawl, and pollution.
C38. Soil health study was used to teach dynamic balance. Respondents
chose lessons which illustrated maintaining soil health and its importance,
such as “companion planting/crop rotation,” “vermiculture,” or a
“fertilizer/nutrients inquiry.”

Summary
Data from the survey produced rich results for the researcher to apply to
the statement of the problem. In Chapter Five, the researcher will discuss the
results’ implications for use and recommendations for further research.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction
The purpose of this study was to discover the methods and extent of the
teaching of core ecological concepts in education garden settings. Since the
results yielded findings in three general categories, discussion and
recommendations from those results will be organized to correspond to those
same categories, with introductory remarks about the survey in general.

General Discussion of Survey Results
Responses. While 91 respondents took the survey, not every respondent
answered every question; respondents were allowed to skip over questions
throughout most of the survey. While this would be problematic for qualitative
research, since this study chose a qualitative description methodology, the
researcher considered this a non-issue; however, it is important to note that the
response percentages above reflect the percent of responses to that particular
question, rather than the percent of the total responses. There might be a nonresponse bias present here, so that a quantitative study asking similar questions
might find different answers than what was found in this study.
Uncertainty about Teaching Core Ecological Concepts. Some
respondents answered that they thought the teaching of certain ecological
concepts using a garden could not be done, which brings up interesting
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questions about how the respondents felt about this topic. The researcher
included “please explain” write-in answers whenever respondents answered
“unsure” to a question, which yielded some rich information that can help further
depict some concerns respondents had.
A group of respondents related confusion as to how the teaching of
ecological concepts in a traditional garden setting might be done. One
respondent expressed a need for “an example lesson,” while another wrote that it
“should be implied but not sure how it is made explicit.” A third respondent
wrote, “I think this would be possible within a larger planting with native species,
but we only have a small vegetable garden.” While the categories discovered
from this research may not work in all vegetable garden settings, this response
further justifies the need for this research and for sharing its findings with
educators.
When asked if they were teaching ecological concepts in the garden,
some respondents felt that they were teaching the concepts, except not directly
or with the terms used in the survey. One respondent answered, “I probably am
but just don’t realize it;” another stated, “Yes, but I don’t have this vocabulary.”
One respondent wrote, “I’m a gardener, not a trained teacher, I don’t talk about it
this way.” This brings up the barrier of terminology and training, both of which
have been—and will continue to be—a problem for the field of ecology
(Feinsinger, Grajal, & Berkowitz, 1997; Palmer et al., 2005). There may never be
a solidified list of core ecological concepts, which is perhaps not the point, but
there is still the issue of how to teach every citizen the ecology that they will need
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to know. In the near future, the Center for Ecoliteracy may further attempt to
transition these ecological concepts into the school atmosphere; training must
include informal educators (master gardeners, etc.), and must make clear the
terminology and what it means.
Other respondents mentioned that the way they teach these concepts is
not fully developed, only discussed “very informally at this point,” or “taught in
small pockets but not universally.” One respondent described, “This comes up
from time to time; if there are pests bothering plants then that gives us an
opportunity to discuss these issues.” The reasons behind this are unclear, but
perhaps speak to the informal nature of garden lessons, the lack of integration
into the curriculum, the relative novelty of contemporary garden-based education,
or the unpredictable nature of teaching in a garden setting.
Lastly, a few respondents were interested in tying their teaching of core
ecological concepts in the garden to teaching standards. While one respondent
reasoned that the concepts listed were “not part of the third grade standards,”
another related a lesson that “made connections with the 6th and 7th grade
science curriculum.” The importance of tying in ecological concepts with state or
national standards has not gone unnoticed, and a possible avenue for
addressing this is to retrofit the categories discovered for each ecological
concept into existing educational standards.
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Discussion of Descriptive Discoveries
Teaching Ecological Concepts. That relatively few respondents answered
that they were neither teaching nor planning to teach core ecological concepts
might be attributed to a non-response bias stemming from the way in which the
respondents self-selected themselves for the survey. In reality, perhaps a much
higher proportion of garden educators are neither teaching nor planning to teach
ecological concepts, but they did not choose to take the survey.
A comparison of response percentages for the teaching of each core
ecological concept reveals that more respondents teach the concepts of
networks and cycles, which are perhaps more self-explanatory and obvious in a
garden setting. A large amount of respondents were “unsure” whether they
taught flows, which, again, might be attributed to unfamiliar terminology.
Surprisingly, a large percentage of respondents marked that they did not teach
nested systems. The exact reasons for this are unclear and need further inquiry.
Demographic Information. The distribution of teaching roles, types of
garden, grade levels taught, and standards covered in the results reflect
information from the literature that educational gardens in general “vary widely in
scope, intensity of participation, and integration into the regular school
curriculum” (Ozer, 2007). This leads the researcher to conclude that ecology
education is happening in many of these diverse educational gardens, that the
survey reached an appropriate array of educators as intended, and that garden
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ecology education is happening in all of the subsets listed (all K-12 grade levels,
all garden types listed, etc.).
However, these results bring up more questions about demographics.
First, are school gardens really the place where most garden ecology education
is happening? Since 74% of survey respondents marked that they heard about
the survey from EdWeb’s “Growing School Gardens” website, perhaps it is
simply that this overwhelming majority is from this particular population reached.
Second, more detailed information about teaching roles would help develop a
better understanding about the population of garden ecology educators. For
instance, perhaps all those who marked “informal educators” are master
gardeners, or volunteers, or school garden coordinators, or perhaps they fulfill
multiple roles, as was found by Yu (2012) for school gardens across the U.S.
The demographic information data gained from this research starts to
paint a picture of the population of educators who teach core ecological concepts
in the garden. This data can be used to inform future research, to know where to
look and how to contact this population.
Standards Used. Respondents used a variety of standards in teaching
ecological concepts in the garden; a fair amount of respondents also chose
“none,” which further points to a trend in the data showing the informal nature of
educational garden experiences, or perhaps a lack of integration of ecological
concepts with standards. Further research would be needed to determine the
motivations behind using no standards to teach core ecological concepts, or
using a certain set over another.
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Discussion of Curriculum Use
Response for curriculum use echoes a few of the most popular curricula
listed by Blair (2009) for school gardens: Life Lab’s K-5 Science Program, Texas
A&M’s Junior Master Gardener Program, and GrowLab curricula by the National
Gardening Association. This suggests that curricula garden educators are using
to teach ecological concepts are not different from the curricula they use to teach
other subsets of science; however, respondents also marked that they tended to
blend published and unpublished curricula, which means that they do not wholly
use these curricula, but supplement with other materials. The fact that
respondents cited 37 different curricula that they use to teach ecological
concepts, including textbooks, online programs, and curricula from environmental
education (such as Project WILD) speaks to how these educators draw from
many sources while teaching in the garden, not just one. Since 60% of
respondents said they use more than one published curriculum overall, both
published and unpublished curricula are important for teaching ecological
concepts in the garden.
It is not clear why the most popular published curricula selected (Life Lab,
“Math in the Garden”, etc.) were selected; perhaps publicity, proximity/ability to
obtain the curriculum, or referral from others is part of the decision, or perhaps it
has to do with the fact that many of these published curricula are correlated to
educational standards. If the last is the case, this would be another good reason
to correlate the methods found via this research with national or state standards.
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Discussion of Categories Discovered for Each Core Ecological
Concept
Overall, the researcher gained a broad range of information for how
educators were teaching ecological concepts in a garden and confirmed a set of
subjects of study for use in teaching ecological concepts. This research was not
able to gain a detailed level of description for each of the activities respondents
selected due to the large age range selected (K-12) and the nature of an online
survey (rather than an interview); however, the data established a rich baseline
for further inquiry in this area. The activities or lessons described were most
likely meant for the elementary grades, since a majority of respondents selected
that they taught grades between kindergarten and fifth grade.
Future research in this area might benefit from differentiation by grade, or
at least elementary, middle, and high school grade levels of teaching, because a
high school level ecology lesson would need to be much more complex in order
to meet high school science standards. Given that prior research shows that
ecology education is lacking, at best, in schools today (Cutter-Mackenzie &
Smith, 2003; Jordan et al., 2009), future research might be oriented toward
discovering if ecology education in the garden is, in fact, age- or grade-level
appropriate, or if students, lacking prior experience, are learning ecology at a
lower level and graduating without what might be termed an “essential level” of
ecological literacy. Relatedly, future research efforts might evaluate how
effective more of these garden-based science programs are for teaching ecology,
in the vein of Murphy’s evaluation of the Edible Schoolyard (2003).
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Conclusion
This descriptive research in garden ecology education starts to fill in a
hole where before there was very little data to work from, and has immediate use
in providing resources to educators. Garden-based education appears to be
expanding in the United States, despite many barriers to its implementation.
Whether garden ecology education will expand, too, remains to be seen.
Garden ecology education faces both the barriers of implementing
educational gardens and the barriers of ecology education in the school system.
This will include correlating more curricula to standards and proving its
worthiness when there is an emphasis on standardized testing. In “Ecology
education when no child is left behind,” Blank et al. (2003) outline ecology
education’s particular struggle with fitting into the datasets that are needed to
show “adequate yearly progress toward academic proficiency” (as is worded in
the No Child Left Behind Act), asking, “what is adequate, how will proficiency be
defined, and to what extent will the tests measuring it drive what and how
children are taught? Where does ecological literacy fit, if at all?” (p.383). They
conclude by highlighting the need for teaching in context in order to develop
ecological thinking and the need to agree on the “criteria and type of evidence we
will accept in order to judge” proficiency in ecological understanding (p. 384). To
do this, we must first survey and evaluate the options for ways we can teach
ecology in context, including in a garden setting.
Another barrier for garden ecology education is the ongoing debate
among professional ecologists about what ecological literacy is and the best way
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to teach it, and the conclusion does not seem in sight, though it has direct
implications for the teaching of ecology today. Despite the majority agreement on
importance of ecological concepts, as found by McBride (2011), a substantial
group still disagrees with this and wishes to focus instead on critical thinking and
reasoning (D’Avanzo, personal communication, April 6, 2014). This group
especially, but other ecologists as well, would agree that we need to do more
than teach core ecological concepts in order to teach complete ecological
literacy. How do we create avenues toward an integrated, yet conspicuous
ecology education program which includes teacher training so that teachers can
intentionally teach ecological literacy? More resources, more consensus, and
more research toward what is happening and how to help it flourish will surely all
be needed to successfully accomplish this.
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Appendix A
Garden Ecology Survey as Seen by Respondents
Teaching Ecological Concepts in a Garden Setting

Welcome1
If you are an educator who spends any amount of time teaching within a vegetable garden, please consider taking this
survey. Up until now, there has been little information on where and how ecological concepts are being taught using
gardens, and your honest and full answers to the following questions are appreciated. Even if you don't call them
ecological concepts, you may be teaching them but recognizing them as something else--composting, companion
planting, and insect identification may all fall under one or more of the ecological concepts in this survey.
This research is being conducted by Megan Krintz , a graduate student at the University of Wsconsin stevens-Point
This survey should take up no more than 15 minutes of your time, and will be open until August 31 , 2014. I feel that the
survey is the quickest and easiest method for obtaining this information. I anticipate no risk to you as a result of your
participation in this study other than the inconvenience of the time to complete the survey.
Any questions marked with an asterisk(*) require an answer in order to progress through the survey.
If you have any questions about the survey, please contact me at megan.krintz@conserveschooLorg.
At the completion of this study, a digital copy of a resource guide created from the findings will be available to you via
the National Gardening Association website. Additionally, I anticipate that the results of this study will help contribute
to the general knCMlledge of the discipline (garden-based education).
The information that you give me on the survey will be recorded in anonymous form un less you choose to add your
name and contact information at the end. I will not release information that could identify you unless you give written
permission . All completed surveys will be kept digitally and will not be available to anyone not directly involved in this
study.
If you want to withdraw from the study at any time you may do so without penalty. The information from you up to that
point would be destroyed. Once the study is completed, I would be glad to give you the results.
If you have any complaints about your treatment as participant in this study, please call or write:
Dr. Jason R. Davis, Chair
Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects
School of Business and Economics
University of Wisconsin-stevens Point
stevens Point, WI 54481
(715) 346-4598

Although Dr. Davis will ask your name, all complaints are kept in confidence. This research project has been approved
by the UWSP Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects.
Your completion and subm ission of the survey represents your consent to serve as a subject in this research.
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Teaching Ecological Concepts in a Garden Setting

*

1. Do you currently offer educational experiences to K-12 audiences in a vegetable
garden?

Q Yes

Q No

Page 2
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Teaching Ecological Concepts in a Garden Setting

*2. Are you planning to offer or developing educational experiences to K-12 audiences in
the garden?

Q Yes

Q No
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Teaching Ecological Concepts in a Garden Setting

*

3. Do you teach ecological concepts as part of the educational experience in the
garden?

Some examples include flows (energy pyramids), cycles (nutrient and water cycles), and
networks (pollinators).

Q ves
Q

No

Q Not Sure
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Teaching Ecological Concepts in a Garden Setting

*4. Are you planning to teach ecological concepts as part of the educational experience
in the garden?

Q Yes
Q

No

Q Not Sure
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Teaching Ecological Concepts in a Garden Setting

*

5. Please describe the reason(s) why you do not teach ecological concepts as part of
the educational experience in the garden (select all that apply):

D Not a part of the set curriculum
D Not a focus of the educational experience
D Unfamiliar with ecological concepts (content)
D Unsure how I might teach this in the garden (teaching process)
D Not enoug h time
D Not enough money
D Other (please specify)
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Teaching Ecological Concepts in a Garden Setting
CORE ECOLOGICAL CONCEPTS
This section of the survey asks you to describe ways in which you are teaching each of
the following 6 core ecological concepts, which were developed by Fritjov Capra and the
Center for Ecoliteracy. For further explanation of these concepts, visit
http://www.ecoliteracy.org/ph ilosoph ic al-ground in g/c ore-ecological-concepts.
(Image: Copyright 2004-2014 Center for Ecoliteracy)
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Teaching Ecological Concepts in a Garden Setting
ECOLOGICAL CONCEPT: NETWORKS
(Definition: AH living things in an ecosystem are interconnected. Examples include:
pollinators and plants, sun-loving and shade-loving plants, companion planting.)
(Image: Copyright 2004-2014 Center for Ecoliteracy)

*

6. Are you teaching the concept of networks in a garden setting?

Q

Yes

Q No

Q

Unsure (plea se explain)

I
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Teaching Ecological Concepts in a Garden Setting
NETWORKS
(Definition : All living things in an ecosystem are interconnected . Examples include: pollinators and
plants, sun-loving and shade-loving plants , companion planting .)

7. Pick one lesson or activity in which you feel you are teaching the concept of networks. It
is (Select one):

Q A lesson/activity from a published curriculum
Q An adapted lesson/activity from a published curriculum
Q My own lesson/activity
8. If you use a published lesson/activity, please write the name of the curriculum and
lesson/activity.

If you write your own lesson, please write a short description of the lesson/activity (4-5
sentences).
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Teaching Ecological Concepts in a Garden Setting
NETWORKS
(Definition : All living things in an ecosystem are interconnected . Examples include: pollinators and
plants, sun-loving and shade-loving plants , companion planting .)

9. Do you think the concept of networks could be taught in a garden setting?

Q Yes

Q No
10. In what one lesson/activity could you see the concept of networks being taught in a
garden setting? (Please explain in 4-5 sentences):

I

~
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Teaching Ecological Concepts in a Garden Setting
ECOLOGICAL CONCEPT: NESTED SYSTEMS
(Definition: Changes within one system can affect the systems nested within it and the
larger system it resides in. For example, cells are nested within organs within organisms
within ecological systems.)
(Image: Copyright 2004-2014 Center for Ecoliteracy)

* 11. Are you teaching the concept of nested systems in a garden setting?
Q

Ye s

Q No

Q

Un sure (pl ease exp lain) :
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Teaching Ecological Concepts in a Garden Setting
NESTED SYSTEMS
(Definition : Changes within one system can affect the systems nested within it and the larger system it
resides in. For example , cells are nested w ithin organs w ithin organisms within ecological systems.)

12. Pick one lesson or activity in which you feel you are teaching the concept of nested
systems. It is (Select one):

Q A lesson/activity from a published curriculum
Q An adapted lesson/activity from a published curriculum
Q My own lesson/activity
13. If you use a published lesson/activity, please write the name of the curriculum and
lesson/activity.
If you write your own lesson, please write a short description of the lesson/activity (4-5
sentences).
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Teaching Ecological Concepts in a Garden Setting
NESTED SYSTEMS
(Definition : Changes within one system can affect the systems nested within it and the larger system it
resides in. For example , cells are nested w ithin organs w ithin organisms within ecological systems.)

14. Do you think the concept of nested systems could be taught in a garden setting?

Q Yes

Q No
15. In what one lesson/activity could you see the concept of nested systems being taught
in a garden setting? (Please explain in 4-5 sentences):

I

~
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Teaching Ecological Concepts in a Garden Setting
ECOLOGICAL CONCEPT: CYCLES
(Definition: Members of a comm unity depend on an exchange of resources. Examples
include: water cycle, nitrogen cycle.)
(Image: Copyright 2004-2014 Center for Ecoliteracy)

*

16. Are you teaching the concept of cycles in a garden setting?

Q

Yes

Q No

Q

Unsure (plea se explain)

I
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Teaching Ecological Concepts in a Garden Setting
CYCLES
(Definition : Members of a community depend on an exchange of resources . Examples include : water
cycle , nitrogen cycle .)

17. Pick one lesson or activity in which you feel you are teaching the concept of cycles. It
is (Select one):

Q A lesson/activity from a published curriculum
Q An adapted lesson/activity from a published curriculum
Q My own lesson/activity
18. If you use a published lesson/activity, please write the name of the curriculum and
lesson/activity.
If you write your own lesson, please write a short description of the lesson/activity (4-5
sentences).
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Teaching Ecological Concepts in a Garden Setting
CYCLES
(Definition : Members of a community depend on an exchange of resources . Examples include: water
cycle , nitrogen cycle .)

19. Do you think the concept of cycles could be taught in a garden setting?

Q Yes

Q No
20. In what one lesson/activity could you see the concept of cycles being taught in a
garden setting? (Please explain in 4-5 sentences):

I

~
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Teaching Ecological Concepts in a Garden Setting
ECOLOGICAL CONCEPT: FLOWS
(Definition: Energy flow from the sun sustains life and drives most ecological cycles. For
example, energy pyramids show the flow of energy from sun to plantto animal.)
(Image: Copyright 2004-2014 Center for Ecoliteracy)

*

21. Are you teaching the concept of energy flow in a garden setting?

Q

Yes

Q No

Q

Unsure (plea se explain)

I
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Teaching Ecological Concepts in a Garden Setting
FLOWS
(Definition : Energy flow from the sun sustains life and drives most ecological cycles. For example ,
energy pyramids show the flow of energy from sun to plant to animal.)

22. Pick one lesson or activity in which you feel you are teaching the concept of energy
flow. It is (Select one):

Q A lesson/activity from a published curriculum
Q An adapted lesson/activity from a published curriculum
Q My own lesson/activity
23. If you use a published lesson/activity, please write the name of the curriculum and
lesson/activity.
If you write your own lesson, please write a short description of the lesson/activity (4-5
sentences).
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Teaching Ecological Concepts in a Garden Setting
FLOWS
(Definition : Energy flow from the sun sustains life and drives most ecological cycles. For example ,
energy pyramids show the flow of energy from sun to plant to animal.)

24. Do you think the concept of energy flow could be taught in a garden setting?

Q Yes

Q No
25. In what one lesson/activity could you see the concept of energy flow being taught in a
garden setting? (Please explain in 4-5 sentences):

I

~
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Teaching Ecological Concepts in a Garden Setting
ECOLOGICAL CONCEPT: DEVELOPMENT
(Definition: AH life changes overtime. For example, individuals develop and learn, species
change overtime.)
(Image: Copyright 2004-2014 Center for Ecoliteracy)

*

26. Are you teaching the concept of development in a garden setting?

Q

Yes

Q No

Q

Unsure (plea se explain)

I
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Teaching Ecological Concepts in a Garden Setting

DEVELOPMENT
(Definition : All life changes over time . For example , individuals develop and learn , species change
over time.)

27. Pick one lesson or activity in which you feel you are teaching the concept of
development. It is (Select one):

Q A lesson/activity from a published curriculum
Q An adapted lesson/activity from a published curriculum
Q My own lesson/activity
28. If you use a published lesson/activity, please write the name of the curriculum and
lesson/activity.
If you write your own lesson, please write a short description of the lesson/activity (4-5
sentences).
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Teaching Ecological Concepts in a Garden Setting

DEVELOPMENT
(Definition : All life changes over time . For example , individuals develop and learn , species change
over time.)

29. Do you think the concept of development could be taught in a garden setting?

Q Yes

Q No
30. In what one lesson/activity could you see the concept of development being taught in a
garden setting? (Please explain in 4-5 sentences):

I

~
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Teaching Ecological Concepts in a Garden Setting
ECOLOGICAL CONCEPT: DYNAMIC BALANCE
(Definition: Although there are fluctuations within systems, they maintain a relatively
steady state. Examples include: predator-prey relationships, succession and disturbance.)
(Image: Copyright 2004-2014 Center for Ecoliteracy)

* 31. Are you teaching the concept of dynamic balance in a garden setting?
Q Yes
QNo

Q Un sure (please exp lain):

j
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Teaching Ecological Concepts in a Garden Setting
DYNAMIC BALANCE
(Definition : Although there are fluctuations within systems, they maintain a relatively steady state .
Examples include : predator-prey relationships, succession and disturbance.)

32. Pick one lesson or activity in which you feel you are teaching the concept of dynamic
balance. It is (Select one):

Q A lesson/activity from a published curriculum
Q An adapted lesson/activity from a published curriculum
Q My own lesson/activity
33. If you use a published lesson/activity, please write the name of the curriculum and
lesson/activity.

If you write your own lesson, please write a short description of the lesson/activity (4-5
sentences).
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Teaching Ecological Concepts in a Garden Setting
DYNAMIC BALANCE
(Definition: Although there are fluctuations within systems, they maintain a relatively steady state .
Examples include : population dynamics, succession and disturbance.)

34. Do you think the concept of dynamic balance could be taught in a garden setting?

Q Yes

Q No
35. In what one lesson/activity could you see the concept of dynamic balance being taught
in a garden setting? (Please explain in 4-5 sentences):

I

~
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Teaching Ecological Concepts in a Garden Setting
Curriculum Use

*

36. Overall, do you use a published garden curriculum (such as the Junior Master
Gardener Program) to teach ecological concepts?

Q I use a published curricul um
Q I write my own curriculum
Q I use an unpublished curricu lum written for me
Q I blend unpublished curriculum with published curriculum
Q None of the above (please explain):
37. Please designate which published curriculum you use (select all that apply):

D None
D Lifelab's "The Growing Classroom"
D Lifel ab Science K-5 Garden-based curriculum
D Junior Master Gardener's 'Wildlife Gardener"
D Math in the Garden
D The Life Series Growing Food , Choioe Control Change, and Farm to Table & Beyond
D Growlab
D Botany on Your Plate
D Books in Bloom
D Literacy in the Garden
D Other (please specify)
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Teaching Ecological Concepts in a Garden Setting
Demographics
38. What age groups do you teach in the garden? (Select all that apply):

DK
□1
□2
□3
□4

Os
□6
□7

Oa
□9
□ 10
□ 11

□ 12
*39. In what state do you teach? (Ex. NC, OH, WA).

I

I

40. Do you cover any of the following K-12 science standards in your educational
experiences in the garden? (Select all that apply)

D None
D National Science Ed ucational Standards
D Next Generation Science Standards
D Science Standards for your state
41. How would you describe the garden that you use for educational experiences?

0
0
Q
Q

School Garden
Community Garden
Garden at an Environmental Learning Center (nature center, educational farm , etc.)
other (please specify)
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Teaching Ecological Concepts in a Garden Setting
42. How would you describe your teaching role?

Q Full-Time Formal Educator (for example, licensed teacher)
Q Part-Time Formal Educator
Q Nonformal Educator (teaching wi th set curriculum at an off-school site)
Q Informa l Educator (teach ing without set goals or curriculum)
*43. How did you hear about this survey?

Q Kids Gardening Newsletter
Q EdWeb
Q Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, etc.)
Q Word of Mouth
44. If you wouldn't mind being contacted for a short interview, please write your name,
email address, and phone number in the space below. Writing your contact information
does not guarantee you will be contacted for an interview. Thank you!

I

~
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Appendix B
Garden Ecology Resource Guide
This resource guide was developed from the data collected, is intended to be
viewed online as spreads with a cover, and is freely distributable.
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Researching Ecology Education in the Garden
documenting the trend-how this guide came about

As school and community educational gardens

I asked: how widespread is the teaching of

are once again gaining popularity across the

ecological concepts in a traditional vegetable

United States, there have been an increasing

garden? Who is teaching it? Who are they

number of curricu lum materials to link science

teaching it to? And what methods are they

with garden-based learning. However, there

using? A survey brought me these results,

is almost no research about the teaching of

which I am glad to share with the wider

ecology, specifical ly, to learners in the garden,

educational community. While it certainly does

and no widespread curriculum focused on

not comprise every method used by garden

teaching ecology in the garden . Yet, teachers

educators, and is perhaps on ly introductory in

from many backgrounds are doing this

scope, I hope this resource guide will provide

across the country, from the MEarth Project

ideas and insight into how we can further

in California, to CitySprouts in Massachusetts,

incorporate both gardens and hands-on

and many more. My graduate research set out

learning into the teaching of this vital subject.

to describe and document this, to learn about

Enjoy!

the practice and so that others might be able

Megan Krintz

to teach ecology in the garden or have tools to

former graduate student, UW-SP

further develop their own curricula.

current gardening enthusiast
mega n .kri ntz@g mail .com
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Who Teaches Ecology in the Garden?
~•.!lf

64.5%
Of respondents taug ht garden ecology lessons in one
or more grades in K-5 levels

LEARNING STANDARDS

58%

IOf-respondents cover Science standards for their statewhile teachi ng ecology in the garden

TYPE OF GARDEN

71%

35%

Of responde nts df'scribed the garden in which they

Of respondents described their teaching role as
a •ful l time formal educalorn

teach as a school garden
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Responses to
Survey by State

Networks
Garden networks are perhaps the m ost apparent of the core ecolog ical concepts used in t his guide.
Use the fo llowing su bj ec t areas to illustrate networks and how they fu nction:

Pollinators

Companion Planting

Observe bees, butterfl ies, an d other insects in th e

Plant vegeta bl es in group s that use t he same

garden. For younger studen t s, "fl y" pipe cleaners

amotmt of water, wh ich is important to maximize

arou nd to cups filled with different colored Jell-0

both plant growth and water resources. Or

powders. Did the colors mix in t he cups, or on the

pl ant a "three sistersN garden of com, bea ns, and

"bees?° Or observe the stages of flowers and how

squa sh, then have studen ts put on a garden play

they tu rn from flower to fruit.

to act out each plant's helpful, intercon nected
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role. Include a fou rth sister-- sunflower o r spider

Food Webs

flower--which b rings in the pol linators.
Composting/Vermiculture

Food System Analysi s

create an exampl e of a food web, naming

Plant Observation & Analysis

Have everyone get a worm to relocate to t he

Discuss the impact of growing your own food or

producers, consumers, and decomposers. Look

Observe which plants like sun and w hich need

garden at t he begi nning of t he school yea r.

eatin g local or organic food. Compare this way

for a food web that resides ju st w ithin the soil!

full shade, which need more water and whic h

The worms w ill disperse throughout the beds.

of eating to the usual modern U.S. diet, and look

need less. Look for the perfect spot to plant each

Think back on the worms throug ho ut the yea r,

at the healt h impacts, environmental impac t s,

vegetable. Look at the different parts of a plant

deciding what they are doing and how they are

and economic impact s of each.

and describe t he role each part plays in th e health

helping the garden.

Use the garden inhabitants to have students

of the plant.
Study the compost system. Identify the part
each elemen t (brown items, green items, water,

etc.) plays in the compost system. For older
students, connect these to different nutrient
cycles (nitrogen cycle, carbon cycle, etc.).

Nested Systems
"Insects rely on the plants we grow. If the milkweed
dies, the Monarchs will not have a place to lay eggs,
and the system would break down:'
Robi, Arend• Atlanti• Shore, C ristian School
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Insect Life Cycles

Pest Life Cycles

Focuson the life stages of garden insects such as
lady bugs, butterflies, praying mantis, bees, etc.
and how their life cycles depend on the support

pota to beetles, th e tomato virus, and nematodes.

Focus on the life stages of garden pests such as
How can we use knowledge about natural

of th eir environment. How ca n we support

systems to regu late populations of pests within

populations of benefi cial insects?

t he garden?

Soll Chemistry

Plant Biology

St udy soil structure and fu nction. Find different

Study the needs of plants and how weather

part s of the garden to amend or non-a mend, and

affects their health. Conduct simple experiments

count the number of earthworms found in each

to study the relationship between rai nfall and

area. Find plants that exhibit allelopathy--the

plant growth.

abili ty to exude chemicals into t he soi l to inhibit
growth in neighboring plants. Make a worm
composting bin to show how worms t urn food
into nutrient-rich soil.

The Nitrogen Cycle

Nutrient Cycling

Compare the soil tests of an area g rown with

When working wit h soil to start seeds o r add to

legumes to an area grown without legumes.

beds, have the students decide which nut rients

Then plant different kinds of leafy g reens in

to add for a healt hy soil. Or begin a compost

both areas and compare their leaves in size,

pile with the remains fro m a snack, and return

texture, and color.

to the pile later in the year to see it transfo rmed.
Dig around in the garden beds to find different
types of decomposers a nd discuss what that
bed mig ht look like without decomposers.

Human Impacts
Have an Am ericorps volunteer do an
En viroscape presentation at your school, or
follow t he rou te th at trash or storm water runoff

takes when it leaves the school grounds.
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Cycles
Plant Life & Water Cycles

Weather Cycles

Bag leaves to see how plants release water into

Observe weather impacts on plant growth. Track
growth, rainfall, and temperatures for a period

the enviro nment. or start seeds in kits to allow
the water cycle to occur in a smal l space. Grow

of time. Use the weather patterns to compare

a watermelon to show how watermelons take in

and contrast weather to climate, and to discuss

water and transform it into juicy fruit .

the possible impacts of climate change on
agricul ture.

Energy Exchange

Examine the ways that insects and plan ts trade

Seasonal Change

services; if you have bees, obser ve the vari ou s

Study phenology of the garden. When was the

sources of flowering plants that bees are

firsVlast freeze? When was the first songbird

dependent on throughout the growing season.

spotted?

Photosynthesis

Food Webs

Measure plan t growth over t ime; compare

Do a "web of lite• activity which foll ows t he su n's

plants grown in the sun versus plant s grown

energy throug h producers, consumers, and

w ithout sun (in a dark closet or space with

decomposers. Or give every student a nam e

sig nificantly red uced ligh t). Do microscope

tag or picture to pin on their shirt of different

i nvestigations of plan t leaf cell s; co mpare

parts of a garden food chain; have students

different plants' leaf cals or cell s fro m different

decide who ea ts who an d put themselves in

pa rt s of the same plant.

order. Have students discuss their role in the
food chain, philosophies surrou nding it, like

Composting

vegetarianism, vegan ism, or the "paleo~lifestyle.

For younger students, stu dy how worm s and / or

several cockroach species compost food scraps.
Master Gardener progra ms may have access to
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these cockroach species. For older students,
study t he heat t ransfer w ithin m etabol ic aerobic
and anaerobic decomposition o f a com post
p ile. What is the optima l heat o f compost ing

systems?

Energy Pyramids

Habitat Studies

Trace any item fro m the garden (natural or

Having edible plant s makes the garden a

human-made) back to the sun. Discuss how

great habitat for wi ldlife; discuss who it feeds,

energy is taken up when we eat food from the

shelters, and waters. Discuss how students feel

garden; draw an energy pyramid using students

about animals utilizing the garden, and what

and items from the garden. Incl ude sections fo r

the wildli fe migh t contribute the garden.

producers, consumers, and decomposers.

Energy Flows

Development
Garden Development

Animal Adaptations

Discuss how the gard en has changed over the

Identify t he bird s that visit your gard en;

school yea r; wa tch the Hfe cycle of the garden,

investigate birds' adaptations to different food

including composting, and have students

sources. Or compare and contrast wild rabbits

describe how sustainable gardening is an

to domesticated ra bbits in traits and features.

ecological cycle t h at builds soil over time.

Plant Adaptations
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Personal Development

In vestigate certain plant s' adaptation to place

Have stud ent s describe how their choices or

and cl imate. For in stance, pla nt three different

preferences have changed over time.

varieties of potatoes and grow them; d iscuss
w hy certain varieties of potatoes might grow

Insect Stages

better in the garden and why/how there are

Identify grubs in the garden and then fi nd t he

thousands of varieties of potatoes as a result of

larval stage. Or investigate butterfly cycles; you

genetic breeding. Discuss the similarities and

can even raise and release your own!

differences between hybrids and genetically
mod ified foods. Choose and cu ltivate varieties
of plants that have been developed for you r

climate--col d , dry, etc. Or save marigold
seeds; plant again th e next year and show how
marigolds of a second and third generations
grow and bloom in a different way.

Weeds

IE

Study weeds or dense plantings as plan t
competition in the garden. How do the weeds

In sect Pests
& Beneficial Insect
Populations
Pests : discuss different Insects that

may attack plants, like aphids, and
how lady bugs eat them. Look for
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caterpillars and hand remove them.
Study integrated pest management
(1PM), companion planting, and crop
damage thresholds.

populations of spider and insects in
pursuit of balance in garden insect
predation. Study

to protect newly planted seeds from birds and
determine the effect s of when a predator preys on

garden birds.
Food Chains
Create an entire food chain garden, o r identify
herb ivores and carnivores within the garden system.

Find examples of balance in the nat ural world:
weather, wa ter cycles, foo d webs, pollution. Discuss
the potential benefits of letting plant s go to seed.
Study native vs. non- native species and t he concept
of livi ng in balance with species that

honeybees, how the

Dynamic Balance

were in your area before humans.

bees manage their

Investigate t he implications of human

own population of
drones and know
when to swarm

Bird Populations
Observe bird activities in the garden; find ways

Maintaining a Natural Balance

Beneficial Insects: Find ways to bolster

or produce a new

always seem to come back? Who will Hwin" when

space is limited?

disturbance, such as popul ation

.,

queen .

J' ,,

growth, urban sp rawl. and humanity's
role in environmental change.

"The year we did not have rabbits eating the veggies,
we had a hawk that was frequently observed:'
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Published Curriculum Use
Th ere are many useful published currirn la

Other important published curricula were:

available for use to supplement the teaching of

Texas A&M's Jr. Master Gardener Program

ecology in the garden, even th ough there is no

FOSSweb Plants and Anfmals

dedicated curriculum yet. My survey respondents

Delta Garden Study (6-8 grade)

identified 37 different published and online

Gardening for Grades (FL Ag in the Classroom)

curriculum materials in total.

Project Budburst (for Oeveopment)
City Blossoms: Our First Harvest (bilingua l,

n,e most used published curricula were Life Lab's
"The Growing Classroom•and Life Lab's "Life
Lab Science K·S Garden Based Curricu lum:" To
purchase these curricu la, visit: httpJ/www.li felab.

org/store/curriculum/.

early childhood).
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Appendix C
List of Published Curricula Used to Teach Each Core
Ecological Concept
The list of published curricula used for each ecological concept is sorted by core
ecological concept, A-F. Published curricula and activity names are generally
listed with curriculum name first and activity name second, if both are mentioned.
If a published curriculum or activity was cited more than once for that core
ecological concept, the number of times it was cited is listed in parentheses after
it. Additional information about the curriculum or activity supplied by the
researcher is listed in brackets (“[ ]”) after the response. Responses marked
“[unspecific]” afterward mean that the respondent was unspecific about which
particular activity or curriculum was used, though there are many.

A. NETWORKS
1. Hartcourt [unspecific]
2. Texas A&M’s Jr. Master Gardener Program (5)
3. http://gen.uga.edu/documents/pollination/PollinRelayRace.pdf [Garden
Earth Naturalist Club: “Pollination Relay Race”]
4. Life Lab: pollinators unit [unspecific]
5. UNCE Grow Yourself Healthy Program [University of Nevada Cooperative
Extension]
6. University of Missouri Extension: Eating from the Garden
7. USDA Great Garden Detective Adventure
8. Project WILD: “Good Buddies” [activity about symbiosis]
9. Life Lab The Growing Classroom (2)
10. Life Lab Interactions [unspecific]
11. City Blossoms: Our First Harvest [Bilingual GBE Early Childhood
Curriculum]: “What’s the Buzz About?”
12. Gardening For Grades [FL Ag in the Classroom]
13. Corvallis School District Science Kits
14. Life Lab: Companion Planting activity from the Growing Classroom
15. Minnesota School Gardens: A Guide to Gardening and Plant Science
16. Life Lab The Growing Classroom: “Flower Power, Part 2”
17. Life Lab composting [unspecific]
18. Partners in Ecology
19. Based on the Life Science curriculum [unspecific]
20. Foodcorps.org: Three Sisters Garden

B. NESTED SYSTEMS
1. Delta Garden Study (unpublished) (6-8 grade)
2. Outdoor Biology Instructional Strategies by Lawrence Hall of Science:
“Food Chain Game”
3. Project WILD: “Rainfall and the Forest”
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4. Life Lab’s The Living Classroom: “Cats in Borneo” (story) and “DDT
chew.”

C. CYCLES
1.
2.
3.
4.

Master Gardening [unspecific]
Unpublished from Delta Garden Study (6-8 grade) [unspecific]
FOSS Fast Plant brassica cycles
http://classroom.hiddenvilla.org/curriculum/curriculum-for-your-schoolgarden/fourth-grade/fbi
5. California Foundation for Agriculture in the Classroom- units on nutrient
cycling
6. Life Lab Kid’s Garden: “Digging for Decomposers” adapted to discuss
healthy soil
7. UNCE Grow Yourself Healthy Program
8. Junior Master Gardener Program: “The Bartering System” [energy
exchange with plants and animals]
9. Project WET: “The Incredible Journey” [water cycle]
10. Life Lab’s The Growing Classroom (4) [unspecific]
11. Life Lab various water cycle lessons [unspecific]
12. Everyday Biology book by Glencoe, the cycle section
13. JMG Resources, both handbook and online website
14. Granny’s Garden School
15. The Living Classroom : “Let’s Build a Compost Cake”
16. Garden Adventures
17. Life Lab Growing Classroom book: “You look different from the last time I
saw you” [compost]
18. The Growing Classroom: “The Matchmaker” [nitrogen-fixing cover crops]
19. Enviroscape presentation by Americorps volunteer
20. Utah Ag in the Classroom: “Ride the Wild Leaf Cycle”

D. FLOWS
1. California Foundation for Agriculture in the Classroom
2. Life Lab curriculum – The Growing Classroom (3)
3. Outdoor Biology Instructional Strategies by Lawrence Hall of Science:
“Food Grab”
4. Growing Food lessons [LiFE, unspecific]
5. JMG Handbook and JMG “Literature in the Garden” (2)
6. Gardening for Grades
7. Nutrients for Life [soil science]
8. Garden Adventures [Preschool Garden Curriculum]
9. Minnesota School Gardens: A guide to gardening and plant science
10. Partners in Ecology
11. Mailbox Science
12. Junior Master Gardener: “Oxygen Factory”
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E. DEVELOPMENT
1. Unpublished from Delta Garden Study-compare wild rabbits to
domesticated rabbits
2. Life Lab Kids’ Garden: “Bird Beak Buffet”
3. Life Lab: The Growing Classroom
4. Lessons from the NOAA ocean literacy units [unspecific]
5. Garden Adventures
6. Life Lab potato variety inquiry
7. Project BudBurst
8. Book “Sylvia’s Spinach” to talk about plant growth and taste buds
changing

F. DYNAMIC BALANCE
1. Life Lab- Habitats unit [unspecific]
2. Outdoor Biology Instructional Strategies by Lawrence Hall of Science:
“Food Chain Game”
3. Life Lab: The Growing Classroom
4. Project WILD: “Classroom Carrying Capacity”
5. Urban Birds website to bird watch & discuss activities
6. Garden Adventures
7. JMG curriculum-relationships between friend & foe
8. Eatthinkgrow.org: School Garden ecosystem game
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Appendix D
Categories and Supporting Propositions for Teaching
Core Ecological Concepts in a Garden Setting
Listed below are the propositions that come directly from the survey responses,
sorted first by core ecological concept and then by the categories that were
established from those propositions. Core ecological concepts are lettered A-F.
Categories are numbered C1-C38. Propositions are numbered P1-P153.
Each proposition is followed by reference to which survey response contains the
relevant text. For example, if a proposition came from the fifth response to the
question relevant to that core ecological concept, it is marked in the following
manner: (5). References such as (5a) mean that this proposition came from a
question about that core ecological concept which asked respondents to think of
a relevant activity even though they stated that they were not teaching that
concept, but thought it could be done. If a proposition was found in multiple
responses, each response is noted after the proposition.

A. Networks
C1. Pollinator interactions were used to teach networks.
P1. Observation of insect pollinators (1)
P2. Pollinators and plants—students “fly” pipe cleaners around to
different cups in the garden with red Jell-O powder (6)
P3. Talk about pollinators when discussing pumpkin plants and
flowers—hand pollinate (18)
P4. Pollinators—observe stages of flowers and what they produce (21)
P5. Unit on pollinators and the decrease in the bee population (20)
P6. Look at different types of flowers and different shapes, colors of
flowers—attract different pollinators; Have students imagine
themselves as a pollinator and design and color their favorite flower
to visit (30)
P7. Observing corn growing and identifying the pollen making tops,
observe a dried ear of corn with incomplete pollination (24)
P8. Guest bee keeper come to speak (42)
C2. Food web identification was used to teach networks.
P9. Food webs using garden as an example (5)
P10. Producer consumer networks (47)
P11. The soil food web (6a)
C3. Companion planting was used to teach networks.
P12. Three sisters planting activity to illustrate companion planting;
become actors in a three sisters garden play and act out their
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helpful, interconnected roles; we include a fourth sister, who brings
in the pollinators, either sunflower or spider flower (12) (13) (8a)
P13. Beneficial flowers (10a)
P14. Planting groups that work with the same amount of water—
important due to drought risk (5a)
C4. Plant observation and analysis was used to teach networks.
P15. Observation of sun/shade; which plants need full sun and which
plants like shade (1) (9a)
P16. Focus largely on the parts of a plant and the roles they each play
(11)
P17. Marigolds: plant seeds indoors, observe growth, plant seedlings for
pollinators, fall harvest seeds from spent blooms and to save to
plant next spring (26)
P18. Look for plants in our garden, where to plant them and what they
need (42)
P19. Planting in a bed containing mint—the concept of how mint takes
over the bed (1a)
P20. “Edible botany” lesson on sugar snap peas (49)
C5. Composting/vermiculture study was used to teach networks.
P21. Worm composting activity (25)
P22. Study the ecology and energy cycles of the compost environment,
i.e. the part that each element plays in the compost system (36)
P23. Everyone gets a worm to relocate to our school garden (43)
P24. Built straw bale beds—as these decompose, students take a closer
look at micro-organisms and other decomposers as part of a
network which creates new soil and provides food for predators
(3a)
C6. Food system analysis was used to teach networks.
P25. Discuss the impact of growing your own food or eating locally
grown organic whole foods vs. the usual modern US diet—health,
environmental, economic impacts (50)

B. Nested Systems
C7. Pest life cycle study was used to teach nested systems.
P26. Why we are squishing potato beetles and their larvae (beetle
overwintering systems) (6)
P27. Teaching how the tomato virus spreads throughout the garden (9a)
P28. Nematode infestation within the garden and the effects of the soil
and plants (15a)
C8. Insect life cycle study was used to teach nested systems.
P29. Connected to pollinator activity with explanation of CCD, death of
bees in system can lead to havoc for whole ecosystem (10a)
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P30. Life cycle of bugs—lady bugs, butterflies, praying mantis (13a)
P31. Insects rely on the plants we grow—if the milkweed dies the
Monarchs will not have a place to lay eggs, the system would break
down (37a)
P32. Interaction of living things in the garden (11)
C9. Microbiology was used to teach nested systems.
P33. Using beneficial fungi in garden beds (8)
P34. The ecology of bacteria in the gut of the worm that breaks down
molecules of nutrients so that plants can metabolize them for
growth (13)
P35. Soil microbes—very complex and are extremely important for plant
growth (11a)
P36. Using the microscope to investigate single celled organelles; relate
how they are actually carrying on photosynthesis; comparing and
contrasting the cells with cells from elsewhere in the plant (10)
(32a)
P37. Plant material breaks down by microorganisms (9)
C10. Food system analysis was used to teach nested systems.
P38. Lesson centered around food systems; learn about garden
ecosystem, then take a trip to a grocery store and compare it to
industrial food system (2)
P39. Food system as a nested system (14a)
P40. The Hamburger Plant teaches students that everything in a
hamburger stems from a plant (19a)
P41. Water usage—how is water important to us and at what levels
within the system does it matter to have water (20a)
C11. Soil chemistry was used to teach nested systems.
P42. Give a different fertilizer treatment to one parts of the garden, see
how it impacts those plants and larger garden (7a)
P43. How the use of pesticides in the garden setting can have a negative
effect far beyond its application (27a)
P44. Soils could be amended and non-amended and the presence of
observed earthworms could indicate this concept (39a)
P45. Lesson on soil structure (2a)
P46. “Natural Defense” lesson on weed growth—illustrates how a plant
can emit natural poisons that inhibit growth of neighboring plants
(33a)
P47. Worms help convert plant material into nutrient rich soil (9)
P48. Making a worm composting bin (12)
C12. Plant biology was used to teach nested systems.
P49. Parts of the flower and how its function is to make seeds (5)
P50. Needs of plants and how weather can affect this (36)
P51. Relationship between rainfall and plant growth (21a)
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C. Cycles
C13. Plant life cycle study was used to teach cycles.
P52. Plant growth and life cycle (1)
P53. Bagging leaves to see how plants release water into the
environment (11)
P54. Seed starting kits allow the water cycle to occur (17)
P55. Kids buy an avocado, sprout the seed, plant it, and grow an
avocado tree (25)
P56. Watermelons need water and sunlight in the right proportions to
produce juicy watermelon—water taken in by the plant is
transformed into the fruit it bears (3a)
C14. Water cycle study was used to teach cycles
P57. Discussion of the water cycle; we talk about what plants need,
different ways we can help the plants; practical application; include
importance of hydration for people (3) (5a)
P58. Bagging leaves to see how plants release water into the
environment (11)
P59. Seed starting kits allow the water cycle to occur (17)
P60. Use the water cycle to discuss weather and climate change (26)
P61. Observe the water cycle in the garden (32)
P62. Water cycle by placing containers filled with water in the garden,
watch it evaporate (38)
P63. Weather cycles and effects on plant growth (42)
C15. Nutrient cycling study was used to teach cycles.
P64. Matter moves through a system—look at plant nutrients (2)
P65. Nutrient flow with composting (4)
P66. The nutrient cycle using activity called the “Banana Vault: ” put half
the banana in a compost bin, lock the other half in a sealed jar
representing landfill, discuss the nutrient cycle in each of the
systems (4)
P67. Adapted “Digging for Decomposers” activity in Life Lab to discuss
nutrient cycling and importance of healthy soil (12)
P68. Talk about worms decomposing plants and food to turn into soil for
more plants and food (14)
P69. Putting the soil in, deciding which nutrients we needed to add (22)
P70. Students build a compost pile from snack (24)
C16. Nitrogen cycle study was used to teach cycles.
P71. Teach the nitrogen cycle by using fruit trees that are currently
planted in the garden (1a)
P72. Connect to the nitrogen cycle by comparing the soil tests of an area
grown with legumes to an area grown without legumes (2a)
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P73. Lesson on legumes that integrates the services the legumes
provide to the rest of the garden (47)
C17. Seasonal change observation was used to teach cycles.
P74. Study phenology in the schoolyard (4)
C18. Energy exchange study was used to teach cycles.
P75. Students learn how bees are dependent on a continuous source of
flowering plants (34)
P76. Plants and insects trade services—the concept of energy exchange
(36)
C19. Human impact study was used to teach cycles.
P77. Have an Americorps volunteer do an Enviroscape presentation (39)
P78. Storm water runoff, rain gardens (46)
P79. The route trash takes when it is tossed onto the street (46)

D. Flows
C20. Photosynthesis study was used to teach flows.
P80. Measurement of plant growth (1)
P81. Comparison of plants grown in sun versus plants grown without sun
(1)
P82. Photosynthesis examples; the class planted beans and kept some
in a dark closet to show how the lack of sun and thus food harms
the plant (2) (3)
P83. Microscope investigations showing the actual leaf cells (26)
C21. Food webs were used to teach flows.
P84. Food webs (2)
P85. “web of life” activity which follows the sun’s energy through
producers, consumers, and decomposers (5)
P86. Humans and animals use plants for food (14)
P87. Everyone gets a name tag/picture to pin on their shirt of different
organisms in the food chain; they have to figure out who eats who
(19)
P88. Students discussed their role in the food chain (20)
C22. Composting was used to teach flows.
P89. Composting worms and several cockroach species that eat old food
(4)
P90. Heat transfer within metabolic aerobic/anaerobic decomposition
(29)
C23. Energy pyramid study was used to teach flows.
P91. How that energy is taken up when we eat the food growing in the
garden (11)
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P92. Gather up materials and children trace their item back to the sun
(15) (31)
P93. Like a food pyramid we could develop our own energy pyramid with
students (13a)
C24. Study of plants’ needs was used to teach flows.
P94. Plants’ needs (23)
P95. Amend the soil with compost and then plant seeds; discuss what
the seeds needs to grow (30)
P96. Growing plants from seed, through the plant cycle to seed again
(14a)
P97. Bean germination experiments—show the tropisms (26)
C25. Habitat studies were used to teach flows.
P98. Chain reaction of having plants in our garden like who it feeds,
shelters, etc. (25)
P99. Discuss the importance of feeding animals (16a)

E. Development
C26. Plant growth and development was used to teach development.
P100. How the plants have developed over time (2)
P101. Keep a journal of our plants from beginning to end; measure plants
and note the changes of the plants (3)
P102. Students “adopt-a-plant” in the spring and follow its growth each
week (4)
P103. Garden journals; students draw the stages of growth (7)
P104. Tie foil strips and ribbons to plants in the garden and record
changes in their branches (33)
P105. We look at the short-term development of bean plants from seed to
sprout to plant to beans; watch the sprouts grow into full cilantro
plants or carrots; follow peas from seed to pod; Garlic lesson—
plant garlic in October, observe growth in spring and harvest
scapes, and we will see the harvested bulbs hanging (and used) in
the school cafeteria (9) (15)(20) (23)
P106. Seeding then talk about how the plant has reached the end of its
life cycle (12)
P107. Students’ observation of the growth/death cycle (1)
P108. Graphing growth (30)
P109. Why plants come back each spring (8a)
C27. Garden development study was used to teach development.
P110. Discuss how the garden has changed over the school year (2)
P111. Watch the life cycle of the garden and composting (14)
P112. Ecological cycle of sustainable gardening (29)
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C28. Personal development study was used to teach development.
P113. How our choices/preference have changed (2)
P114. Students could use themselves as an example to illustrate
development (4a)
C29. Adaptations were used to teach development.
P115. Discussing birds’ adaptations to different food sources (8)
P116. Plant adaptation to place and climate (16)
P117. Compare and contrast wild rabbits to domesticated rabbits in traits
and features (5)
P118. Save marigold seeds; marigolds of the second and third generation
grow and bloom in a different way (6)
P119. Discuss how different plants attract different insects (ex. butterfly
area) (26)
P120. Students plant three different varieties of potatoes; discussed why
certain varieties of potatoes might grow better in the garden; there
are thousands of varieties (of potatoes) as a result of genetic
breeding (19)
P121. The use of varieties that have been developed for our climate—ex.
tomatoes that mature in 55 days (8a)
P122. The creation of hybrids—link with concepts of genetically modified
foods (18a)
C30. Insect stages was used to teach development.
P123. Discovered grubs in the garden and then found the larval stage (20)
P124. Butterfly cycles (21)

F. Dynamic Balance
C31. Insect pest population study was used to teach dynamic balance.
P125. Discussions of different insects that may attack the plants like
aphids and how lady bugs eat them (6)
P126. Look for caterpillars and hand remove them (6).
P127. Snakes and toads eating garden pests (10)
P128. Insects in the garden and how to rid them in a natural way (11)
P129. Pest population—IPM and crop damage thresholds (7a)
C32. Beneficial insect population study was used to teach dynamic balance.
P130. Honeybee lesson—the bees manage the number of drones
produced, know when to swarm and produce a new queen, etc.
(20a)
P131. Companion planting and the pursuit of balance in garden insect
predation (17)
P132. Talk about the importance of spiders and insects in our garden (13)
C33. Weed population study was used to teach dynamic balance.
P133. Students pull weeds that developed to grow out of “nowhere” (6)
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P134. Discussion on why we choose to weed our garden or why we thin a
row of carrots, for example (12a)
P135. Lessons about weeds and competition (10a)
C34. Bird interactions were used to teach dynamic balance.
P136. Watch and discuss bird activities (7)
P137. Birds eating our seeds and how we protect them (11)
P138. When a predator preys on birds, its seeds are not carried to new
location by the birds (11a)
C35. The food chain was used to teach dynamic balance.
P139. We have created a food chain garden (18)
P140. When a predator preys on birds, its seeds are not carried to new
location by the birds (11a)
P141. Herbivores-carnivores (29a)
C36. Population dynamics was used to teach dynamic balance.
P142. Play various predator/prey games such as “Oh Deer” (1)
P143. Natural occurrences in the environment; the year we did not have
problems with rabbits, we had a hawk frequently observed (8)
C37. Studying natural balance and disturbance was used to teach dynamic
balance.
P144. It is addressed typically when we see disturbances and then find
ways to address the issues (11)
P145. Talk about balance in the natural world: weather and water cycle,
pollution, life cycles, habitats, adaptations, food chains and webs
(12)
P146. Concept of living in balance with those species that were here
before us, it’s also important to discuss the idea of native vs. nonnative (13a)
P147. Discussions about human population growth/urban sprawl/pollution
can greatly impact perspectives on human role in environmental
change (7a)
P148. In a native garden you could have a demonstration site dedicated
to succession (6a)
P149. How the seasonal rainfall impacts the growth of plants (12a)
P150. Letting plants go to seed (14)
C38. Soil health study was used to teach dynamic balance.
P151. The importance of doing organic farming (13)
P152. Vermicomposting (5a)
P153. Fertilizer/nutrients inquiry that this concept could be tied with (18a)
P154. Companion planting/crop rotation (28a)
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